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KMYU 
1ST QUARTER 2016 

JANUARY 1, 2016 - MARCH 31, 2016 
KMYU: 
WSMH, Inc. dba KMYU - Salt Lake City/St. George, Utah 
 
Local News: 
2News at 8am: Airing weekdays 8-9am (repeat of 2News 7-8am morning news) 
2News at 8am: Airing Saturday and Sunday 8-9am (repeat of KUTV’s 7-8am weekend 
morning news) 
2News at Noon Repeat: Monday-Friday 1-2P 
MyNews at 7pm on KMYU: Airing weekdays from 7-7:30pm 
2News at 10:00pm: Monday-Friday from 10-10:37pm (simulcast of KUTV)  
2News at 10:00pm:  Saturday-Sunday from 10-10:37pm, (simulcast of KUTV) 
2News at 10pm Repeat: Monday-Friday from 12-12:35am 
2News at 10pm Repeat:  Saturday-Sunday from 12:35-1:07pm  
 
National: 
Sundays 10:00-10:30A – second half of CBS’ Face the Nation 
 
SBG News: 
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson:  Sundays 10:30-11A 
 
Baby Your Baby and Check Your Health – Both are ongoing campaigns hosted by 
Mary Nickles/KUTV Anchor and designed so that KUTV works with the Utah 
Department of Health. Baby Your Baby is a health program for mothers to be 
encouraging early and regular prenatal and postnatal care. Check Your Health is 
committed to bringing viewers the latest information to help keep families healthy. Both 
of these segments run in all of our newscasts. 
 
Get Gephardt - Investigative reporter Matt Gephardt takes on major corporations or 
government entities helping viewers who are caught in red tape. In addition, the 
Gephardt Unit investigations serve as a warning to consumers about potential fraud 
happening locally. The Gephardt unit takes many calls from the tip line each week and 
receives several e-mails weekly from viewers with consumer complaints.  The Gephardt 
stories air during the 10:00pm newscast.   
 
Pay It Forward - Every Wednesday, KUTV’s Mark Koelbel/10P Anchor features a Good 
Samaritan in the community. Mark gives the Good Samaritan $500 in cash via Mountain 
America Credit for this person to give to their cause. This franchise highlights people 
and organizations working in the community on a grassroots level to make life better for 
others.  Every Wednesday during the 10pm News there will be a billboard open to the 
weekly story.  KUTV will also run the Pay It Forward story the following Thursday 
Morning in KUTV2 News This Morning and in the 2News at 7PM on KMYU.    
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CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
Officials Looking to Eliminate Fraud (aired 1/5/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) 
– The state auditor for Utah wants to crack down on the misuse of a food stamp card 
program. An audit found people are using the cards out of state, making large 
purchases or they lose the card to get a new one. The state auditor says 636 cards 
have been used only out of state. A few recipients say they have lost the card and are 
issued up to 24 new cards. As many as 90,000 Utah households are on the card 
program or use food stamps. A federal program gives the poor and near poor a SNAP 
card that they can use to buy food. 
 
New Iphone Feature Can Rack Up Phone Bills (aired 1/5/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A feature on an iPhone may rack up phone bills, without the consumer 
knowing it.  Wifi Assist enables the phone to use cellular data even if the user is in a wifi 
zone. The feature is intended to make sure a user always has a good signal by 
automatically switching to cellular data when a wifi signal is weak. According to Apple, a 
cellular data icon in the status bar will light up when Wifi Assist is activated. 
 
Utahans Head to Borders for Chance at Powerball Jackpot (aired 1/8/2016 @7pm 
for 1 minute 30 seconds) – Hundreds of Utahans headed for neighboring states to buy a 
ticket for the $800 million up for grabs in the Powerball drawing. Since tickets can't be 
sold in Utah, hundreds drove to Idaho, Wyoming and Arizona and had to wait in long 
lines. The $800 million is the biggest lottery prize in United States history. 
 
Lottery Apps to Help Track Winnings (aired 1/12/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 45 
seconds) – Every year about two billion dollars in lottery prizes go unclaimed – many of 
the tickets worth between one and five dollars. A lottery app is helping out Powerball 
players keep track of the winning numbers and possibly any winnings. Lottery Hub is 
the official app for the megamillions and Powerball games. 
 
Gateway Sold (aired on 02/02/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes)-The Gateway Mall 
in Salt Lake City just changed their ownership and this was the start of big plans to 
change the retail space. Vestar Property Management planned to invest 30 million 
dollars in Gateway that would fix sidewalks, create a better parking structure and offer 
new paint. They said the new Gateway would be an “eclectic urban environment heavy 
on food and beverage open seven days a week.” The children’s museum and 
planetarium are located at the Gateway and they had seen a decline in business over 
the past few years due to the location. The Gateway is located right next to the 
homeless shelter and the Rio Grande district which is home to a major drug problem 
and many shoppers don’t want to be near that area. This was significant because the 
Gateway was a major shopping area at one point, but sales and business had been in a 
steady decline over a number of years.  
 
Salt Lake Airport Parking Demolition (aired 02/23/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - 
Demolition work just began in an area of the parking structure at Salt Lake International 
Airport. Officials say it is an important milestone in the airport's redevelopment. This 
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story takes a look at the changes coming to Salt Lake Airport and how the process will 
affect travelers. 
 
Electronic Gear Shift (aired 03/21/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The United States 
Government is investigating electronic gear shifters found in some Jeep models.  Some 
consumers say they can't always tell if the car is shifting properly.  There have been 
hundreds of reports of vehicles rolling away after the driver thought the vehicle was in 
park.  This story explains how many vehicles are effected, which models have the 
issues and what the company is doing to try and fix the problem. 
 
Provo New Development (aired 03/23/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A struggling strip 
mall in Provo is about to get a makeover.  The mayor of Provo has a plan to revitalize 
mostly empty buildings by turning them into office spaces, retail spaces and living 
spaces.  The strip mall has been an eyesore for years and with many failed attempts at 
development.  The mayor is optimistic that this new plan will be successful.  This story 
explains the changes that are planned for the area and lets viewers know when the 
project will get underway. 
 

CRIME AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
First Fatality of New Year (aired 01/01/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – Troopers are 
trying to figure out what led to the devastating crash involving a wrong way driver on I-
15. The driver got on 1-15 the wrong way near 900 South.  The off ramp snakes around 
for about 3 blocks before it actually gets to the highway so he travelled a good distance 
before rolling over and ejecting. This story highlights the first deadly crash of the New 
Year, and also discusses DUI arrests from New Year’s Eve.  
 
Man Killed in Trax Collision (aired 1/4/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A man 
killed after driving into a Trax train may have been fleeing a hit and run, according to 
Salt Lake City police. Police say a Trax train headed eastbound, collided head on with a 
car at the intersection of 600 West, North Temple. As the car approached the red light, 
he ignored audible warnings of an oncoming train and plowed through the downed 
crossing arm causing the train to derail. The man's injuries were so severe, there was 
nothing emergency responders could do once they arrived. He was pronounced dead 
on the scene. 
 
Missing Teens Found, Not Cooperating (aired 1/4/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – Two teenage sisters found after missing for a year-and a-half are refusing to 
cooperate with Orem police and do not want to go home to their father, who lives in 
Topeka, Kansas. Their father tells 2News that their mother is to blame for brainwashing 
them. The girls ran away with their mother, Michelle Wolferts, after visiting her in Orem 
in July of 2014. They claim their father abused them physically, emotionally, and 
mentally. The girls were found living with their mom in Pleasant Grove. Police arrested 
Michelle and took the girls into state custody. Lt. Craig Martinez with the Orem Police 
Department says since the father has legal custody, and the sisters are not talking, they 
have to return the girls to their father unless the court says otherwise. 
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St. George Pipe Bomb Found in Car Wash (aired 1/4/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) St. George detectives are puzzled after finding a pipe bomb strapped to the 
office door of car wash. Police are trying to find out who made the bomb and why they 
targeted the local business. The owner of Ultra Car Wash in St. George discovered the 
explosive strapped to the office door when he arrived for work early around 8am 
Saturday. Police are checking any leads they may have and are talking with local 
businesses that surround the car wash to see if they captured any surveillance video of 
the incident. 
 
Jeremy Johnson in Court (aired 01/05/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - After years of 
maneuver and delay, Jeremy Johnson’s trial will go forward February 1st, but Johnson 
will act as his own attorney. Johnson appeared in court today for his last pre-trial 
conference. The judge says Johnson representing himself is a risky move on Johnson’s 
part. 
 
Wolferts Found Follow Up (aired on 01/04/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) - A 
Utah judge ordered two teenage runaways to stay in Utah during legal proceedings in a 
custody battle. The state awarded Brian Wolferts full custody of the girls years ago. He 
later moved them to Kansas. Nineteen months ago, the teens ran away while on 
vacation to visit their mom in Orem and went into hiding. Last week, authorities found 
the girls in a Pleasant Grove apartment with their mother, Michelle Wolferts. Michelle 
was arrested on misdemeanor charges related to custodial interference. The girls have 
been in state custody since.  
 
New Video Surfaces in Officer Involved Shooting (aired 1/8/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 
30 seconds) – A former Davis County Sheriff has obtained cell phone video that may 
shed new light on a deadly police shooting in the Salt Lake Avenues one year ago. Dub 
Lawrence showed the video to 2News. He said it shows James Dudley Barker on the 
ground with the officer on top of him, when the patrolman fired several shots. The 
shooting occurred after police said Barker attacked an officer with a shovel in January of 
2015. The shooting was ruled justified. The ex-Davis County sheriff gave the video to a 
lab, which he said enhanced the images. The Salt Lake County District Attorney told 
2News that he will reexamine the case. 
 
Layton High School Student Killed (aired 1/11/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) 
- A car wreck killed a Layton High School student and sent another to the hospital. 
Bailee Dibernardo and Eric Baarz were walking to school just before 7:30 am when they 
were hit by a driver in a pickup truck. They were crossing at 199 North Fort Lane using 
a marked crosswalk. Both students were transported to local hospitals where the female 
student passed away. Layton Police Department said they are investigating the incident 
as vehicular homicide. They said speed did not appear to be a factor but visibility at the 
crosswalk may play a role. 
 
Ex-Lawmaker Sentenced to Probabtion (aired 1/11/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – Prosecutors say a former Utah lawmaker sentenced to probation for taking 
campaign cash from the mayor of Salt Lake County could face new charges following 
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allegations of more missing money. Justin Miller paid back the $24,000 he pleaded 
guilty to taking while he was the county mayor’s campaign manager and was sentenced 
to 18 months of probation. But Mayor Ben McAdams says a new accounting found 
Miller took more money about $50,000 in total. Prosecutors say they're investigating 
those allegations and could file new charges. Miller denies any other wrongdoing, and 
says he deeply regrets advancing himself the $24,000 for a catering event and not 
paying it back. 
 
D.A. Stands by Justified Ruling in Shooting (aired 1/12/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 45 
seconds) – Salt Lake County District Attorney Sim Gill said that his office made no 
"substantive change" to the last year's conclusion that use of force in the officer involved 
shooting of James Barker was justified. Video released Friday prompted the D.A.'s 
office to reexamine the case after allegations were made that Salt Lake City Police 
Officer Matthew Taylor may have shot Barker while he lay handcuffed on the ground. 
But, District Attorney Gill presented another video that had not been previously 
released, showing a clearer view of the same scene. Gill said the second new video 
support his office's previous conclusion that the shooting was justified. Police say 
Barker attacked Taylor with a shovel, prompting the officer to shoot Barker in self-
defense.  
 
Monticello Police Chief Fired (aired 1/12/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 45 seconds) – The 
Monticello police chief has lost his job after an investigation into his handling of a 911 
call. The city council voted 5 to 0 to fire Kent Adair immediately and pay him a 
severance package through the end of March. Adair was placed on leave last month 
after questions surfaced surrounding his response to a 911 call involving one of his own 
officers. It took police to respond to the call 10 hours later after the 911 call that was 
made by the estranged wife of a police officer who broke into the home and assaulted a 
man inside. The dispatcher who answered the call laughed about the matter with the 
police chief. 
 
Pardons Not Aware of New Charges (aired 1/20/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – The Utah Board of Pardons said it did not know about Cory Henderson's 
new federal gun charges when it released him from prison to a less secure, check-in, 
check-out parole center, a little more than a month before Henderson shot and killed 
Unified Police Officer Doug Barney. On Oct. 3, 2015, Henderson was returned to prison 
for a state parole violation for "absconding from supervision." A federal indictment said it 
was the same day, or near the same day, that Henderson committed new federal 
crimes: "felon in possession of a firearm, and possession of a firearm." On Nov. 4, 
2015, the board held a parole hearing for Henderson, which led to his prison release on 
Dec. 8. New federal charges against him were filed in between those two dates, but the 
Board of Pardons said there was time to call off Henderson's release. 
 
Cops Raid Illegal Gambling Operations (aired 1/14/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – Multiple law-enforcement agencies raided three computer stores in Salt 
Lake County where investigators allege an illegal gambling operation had been 
operating for the last two years. The raids happened at the Midvale, Kearns, and Salt 
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Lake City locations of 'The Mouse Pad' business center. About 50 officers raided all 
three locations, seizing roughly 100 computers that were suspected of being used in the 
gambling ring. Several people were detained, but no arrests had been announced 
Thursday afternoon. 
 
Male Voyeur Arrested (aired 1/14/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A man 
suspected of trying to take pictures of a little boy inside a restroom of an LDS Church in 
Lehi is being held in the Utah County Jail. Police booked 39-year-old Jeffery Aaron 
Young on allegations of voyeurism and tampering with evidence. The boy told others 
last November that he saw a man near the stall, when he went to use the restroom. 
Then, as the boy was inside the stall, he saw a camera or cell phone between the wall 
and the partition. That man, believed to be Young, was seen two more times in later 
weeks near the restroom. Investigators asked to search his phone, but police said 
Young threw the phone in a dumpster. According to police, Young brought them to the 
dumpster but he allegedly smashed the phone, and put it in water, before dumping it. 
The phone is being submitted to a lab to see if any images can be retrieved. 
 
Body Found in St. George (aired 1/14/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
woman's body has been found on Halfway Wash Trail in St. George. Police said they 
are investigating the death as suspicious. The body was located in the water, along the 
trail located off Sunset Blvd. around 1700 West. Officials said the body has been taken 
to the coroner for further investigation. It was discovered just after 1 pm by some hikers 
walking the trail. Police said it’s very unusual to find a deceased individual in this area.  
 
Officer Shooting Follow Up (aired on 01/19/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes)-
This was a follow up story on an officer involved shooting that happened earlier in the 
week that left one officer dead. Family members and officials were preparing for the 
funeral service and people in and out of law enforcement were honoring Officer Doug 
Barney. This story informed viewers about the funeral arrangements for Officer Doug 
Barney and let viewers know how they can help his family. This was also different from 
other follow up stories in that this story did not mention the crime or the shooter. Instead 
it focused on how people were remembering and honoring Officer Barney. 
 
Traffic Fatalities (aired on 01/19/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes)-In the past 
year, 275 people died on Utah roads which is a 7% increase from the year before and 
there have been 11 road fatalities since the start of 2016. Most of the fatalities were 
caused by people not wearing seatbelts, driving under the influence, and aggressive 
driving. Drowsy and distracted driving were other major fatalities. The state says their 
zero fatalities goal was possible, but it will take personal commitments from drivers and 
pedestrians. This story was significant because there are many accidents everyday on 
Utah roads and many people have been involved or know someone involved in an 
accident. It showed viewers what caused these fatalities and gave them tips on how to 
avoid them in the future. They also heard from police officers on how they can stay safe 
on the road. 
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Questions Regarding Henderson Parole (aired 1/20/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – He had a long criminal past and numerous gun and parole violations, yet 
cop killer Cory Henderson continued to be given one break after another in court, and 
now many are asking how this happened including the Fraternal Order of Police. In a 
parole hearing for Henderson in May 2014, he told the judge he wanted to change his 
violent ways and was working on getting mentally healthy. Henderson was granted a 
break and told him he would serve up to 18 months in prison instead of five years. In 
April 2015, Henderson was out of prison after serving 14 months for a parole violation 
and was sent to the Fortitude Facility for transition. December 7, 2015 he appeared 
before U.S. Magistrate Judge Evelyn Furse, on new gun charges. But Judge Furse 
allowed him to still go to the Fortitude center. Ten days later on December 18th, 
Henderson walked away or escaped from the facility and on Sunday, January 17th 
Officer Doug Barney was shot and killed. 
 
Barney Funeral (aired on 01/25/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) - Officer Doug Barney was 
shot and killed in the line of duty one week earlier and his funeral took place on January 
25th. We had team coverage of the event and this story focused on the funeral. The 
service lasted two hours and included various musical numbers and speeches from 
family and friends. Thousands of people filled in the Maverik center to honor and 
remember Officer Barney. His family said he grew up wanting to serve and that’s what 
drew him into law enforcement. His wife and fellow police officers shared stories about 
Officer Barney and talked about his love for his family and law enforcement. This was 
significant because family and community members were grieving over the loss of a 
police officer and this story hit close to home for many people. People who could not 
attend the funeral got a chance to hear from those who knew him and learn about who 
he was as a person. 
 
Funeral Reaction (aired on 01/25/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - Officer Doug Barney 
was laid to rest and thousands of people attended his funeral. Law enforcement officers 
from all over Utah and out of state attended the services even if they did not know 
Officer Barney. Some officers came all the way from New York City and attended out of 
respect for officers from Davis County who attended a memorial service for one of their 
officers one year earlier. This story focused on the people who attended the funeral their 
reaction to the service. They spoke to several officers who attended and talked about 
their reasons for attending a funeral for someone they did not know. This story showed 
the impact this officer had on people around the state and around the nation. 
 
Cemetery Honors (aired on 01/25/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Officer Doug Barney’s 
funeral took place at the Maverik Center in West Valley City and he was laid to rest at 
the Orem City Cemetery. The procession stretched for 30 miles and lasted for hours as 
they took his body to the cemetery. People who attended said the community can start 
healing as they remember his life. One of the people attending the service was Officer 
Ritchey who was injured in the same shooting that killed Officer Barney. This story 
focused on the cemetery services and the long procession to the cemetery. It showed 
viewers how this officer had a profound effect on the community and how people from 
around the state and country took time out to honor Officer Barney. 
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Holladay Procession (aired on 01/25/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - After funeral 
services concluded for Officer Doug Barney, his body was taken to Orem City Cemetery 
from the Maverik Center. The procession went through Holladay where Officer Barney 
spent most of his time. People in the community were emotional as his hearse passed 
through the city. People of Holladay stood in silence as his hearse passed through and 
several community members said they were praying for his family and that they have 
the support of the community. This story focused on the procession in Holladay and 
how Officer Barney affected members of the community. Many community members 
provided words of love and support for his family and this story focused on how the 
community wanted to honor and remember Officer Barney. 
 
Mother of Darrien Hunt Hospitalized (aired 1/27/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – The mother of Darrien Hunt, the Saratoga Springs man who was shot and 
killed by Saratoga Springs Police in 2014, was pulled over by the Utah Highway Patrol 
in Stockton City. It happened just before 9:00 pm when the UHP got a call from a driver 
that a Prius was driving recklessly on the wrong side of the highway. Her vehicle 
eventually came to a stop after ramming into a trooper. Hunt was taken to the hospital, 
but police would not say for what reason.  
 
Park City Teacher Jailed, Fired (aired 1/28/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
middle school teacher in Park City has been jailed and fired from his job after being 
accused of trying to have sex with a student. Charging documents say Derek Spitzer, a 
band teacher at Ecker Hill Middle School, created a fake scientific sex study in an 
attempt to build trust and ultimately lure the 13-year-old male student into a sexual 
relationship. The Summit County Sheriff's Office reviewed close to 500 emails 
exchanged between the student and Spitzer that contained explicit sexual content and 
were sent over a four month period beginning in October 2015. Summit County 
Prosecutor Joy Natale says Spitzer is in custody on $100,000 bond and has been 
charged with four felonies, including Solicitation to Commit Sodomy on a Child and 
Solicitation to Commit Aggravated Sexual Abuse of a Child, which can carry a penalty of 
life in prison. 
 
Utah Department of Communications Errors (aired 2/05/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – The Utah Department of Corrections says it is taking "corrective action" 
following an investigation that found multiple communication and process errors led to 
the release of a fugitive who shot and killed a Unified Police Officer. As 2News reported 
extensively, the Utah Board of Pardons said it did not know about new federal gun 
charges against Henderson that should have kept him in prison. Instead, Henderson 
was paroled and ended up walking away from a treatment center weeks before the fatal 
shooting. Now, the Department of Corrections is placing blame on a number of 
communication breakdowns that led to Henderson's untimely release. 
 
Riverton Mother Stranded (aired 2/05/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
dream vacation to Cancun, Mexico turned into a life-and-death situation for a Riverton 
couple, when the wife suddenly suffered a heart attack causing emergency surgery. 
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Doctors told Ambur Meyers she had suffered a mild heart attack at the age of 35. The 
couple from Riverton had no choice but to have surgery in Mexico. The only problem 
was the couple, who was there on a trip paid for by her husband's employer, needed to 
come up with $10,000 on the spot to get her in surgery and immediately put a number 
of stents in her veins to fix the problem. A generous friend paid the down payment. She 
was able to have her surgery, but it will take time to recover and be cleared to fly back 
home to her four children. 
 
Hundreds Gather in Kanab for Funicum Funeral (aired 2/05/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 
30 seconds) – Hundreds of people from across the country crowded into a Mormon 
church in a small Utah town for the funeral of the spokesman for the Oregon armed 
standoff. Police shot and killed the Arizona rancher during a January 26th traffic stop 
after they say he reached for a gun. His supporters called it an ambush. At a viewing 
Friday prior to Finicum's funeral, pickup trucks flying American flags filled the church 
parking lot in Kanab, Utah. Family and friends honored him as a hero and are proud of 
him for standing up for what he believed in.  
 
Woman Found Dead (aired 2/08/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – Police are 
investigating after a woman was found shot to death in a Riverdale home Sunday night. 
According to Riverdale City Police Department, a man called 911 after 9 pm telling 
dispatchers he shot his girlfriend and that she was armed with a knife. Police say her 
boyfriend claims she was threatening him with a knife and he shot her in self-defense. 
Police say a child was at the house when the altercation took place. The boyfriend was 
questioned, but not arrested by police. 
 
Text 911 (aired 02/09/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – Salt Lake County now has the 
capabilities for callers to text 911 in the case of an emergency instead of call. The 
viewers learn about a new way to get help in an emergency, and get a refresher course 
on what is considered an emergency situation. 
 
Police Raid Polygamist Clan (aired 2/10/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
large police presence swarmed a well known polygamous family's property in South Salt 
Lake. Agents served search warrants on properties that were sealed by a U.S. District 
Court judge, according to Melodie Rydalch with the U.S. Attorney's Office. A former 
member of the Kingston group said the group thinks they are above the law and will 
take advantage of everything including food stamps and Medicaid. The Kingston Clan is 
also known as the Davis County Cooperative and has been the subject of increased 
public scrutiny over the years.  
 
Eleven FLDS Leaders Indicted (aired 2/29/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
Eleven FLDS leaders have been indicted on conspiracy charges, including food stamp 
fraud and money laundering. The indictment charges 11 leaders and members of the 
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints with conspiracy to commit 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program benefits fraud and conspiracy to commit 
money laundering, according to the U.S. Attorney in the District of Utah. The indictment 
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alleges that FLDS church leaders used SNAP proceeds from authorized beneficiaries 
for "unapproved purposes." 
 
Assaulted Woman in Critical Condition (aired 2/29/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A woman was taken to the hospital in critical condition after being stabbed 
multiple times while bound inside a home in Taylorsville. The 19-year-old woman was 
able to escape and inform a resident nearby what happened before losing 
consciousness. Multiple SWAT units, tactical vehicles and a robot were called to the 
home but after several hours found no one inside. The woman’s condition has since 
been upgraded.  
 
Salt Lake City Mayor, Police Chief Hold Roundtable Discussion (aired 2/29/2016 
@7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – Salt Lake City Mayor Jackie Biskupski and the Salt 
Lake City Chief of Police met with the press and city officials in a round table discussion 
to go over Saturday’s officer involved shooting. The round table discussed the changes 
that can come following the shooting that sparked a riot in downtown Salt Lake. A 17-
year-old was shot by a police officer in the Rio Grande area after a fight broke out. The 
shooting is still under investigation. 
 
Hurricane Family Concerned (aired 3/1/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
Hurricane family is concerned after they found a bullet hole in their window after 
returning home from a short trip this past weekend. The finding comes months after a 
dozen other residents complained of similar incidents that many believe could be 
coming from a nearby shooting range. To combat the problem county commissioners 
have been brainstorming ideas to fix it, but residents say it needs to happen sooner 
than later. The Hurricane Police Department found that the round came from a rifle and 
are continuing to investigate. 
 
Former SLC Police Chief Says Body Cam Footage Should be Released (aired 
3/2/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – Salt Lake City's former Police Chief Chris 
Burbank is questioning the way information about Saturday's officer involved shooting 
has been released to the public. Salt Lake police have declined to release body camera 
footage of the shooting of 17-year-old Abdullahi Mohamed in the Rio Grande District, 
citing the need to protect the investigative process. However, Salt Lake Mayor Jackie 
Biskupski told media she saw the video, and that alone, is reason enough to release it 
to the public, according to Chris Burbank, who served as Salt Lake's police chief for 
nine years. He said the public has a legal right to see the body cam footage that played 
out on Rio Grande Saturday night. Because Biskupski, who is not part of the 
investigation, was allowed to see the video, Burbank believes the video has technically 
already been released. 
 
Magna Deadly Accident (aired 03/07/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A 5-year-old boy 
was killed after he was hit by a car in the driveway of a Magna home. The boy’s 
grandfather was behind the wheel when he backed the truck out of the driveway, hitting 
and killed Hunter Weiss. Police say the grandfather told the child to go back inside the 
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house to get a jacket. The grandfather believed the grandson was inside when he 
backed up the truck. The little boy was pronounced dead at the scene.  
 
FLDS Leader Lyle Jeffs to Remain in Jail (aired 3/7/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A Federal judge has ordered polygamous leader Lyle Jeffs to remain behind 
bars. Jeffs is accused of orchestrating a multimillion dollar food stamp fraud crime. U.S. 
Magistrate Judge Dustin Pead said Lyle Jeffs not only defrauded the federal 
government out of taxpayer funds but deprived needy people from getting food. Jeffs' 
attorneys argued that he's not dangerous and has deep connections to the polygamist 
community on the Utah/Arizona border. Jeffs is one of 11 polygamous leaders and 
members who were arrested during a major raid by federal agents last month on food 
stamp fraud charges and money laundering. He runs the day-to-day operations for the  
group. 
 
Man Accidentally Kills 5-Year-Old Grandson (aired 3/7/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A 5-year-old boy was killed after he was hit by a car in the driveway of a 
Magna home. The boy’s grandfather was behind the wheel when he back the truck out 
of the driveway, hitting and killed Hunter Weiss. Police say the grandfather told the child 
to go back inside the house to get a jacket. The grandfather believed the grandson was 
inside when he backed up the truck. The little boy was pronounced dead at the scene.  
 
Justified Shooting (aired 3/8/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – Authorities say 
police were justified in killing an armed Arizona rancher who helped lead a standoff at 
an Oregon national wildlife refuge earlier this year, but the man's widow says otherwise. 
A county prosecutor released the results of an investigation into the death of Robert 
"LaVoy" Finicum. After the announcement, Jeanette Finicum held a press conference in 
St. George telling the media the justified ruling in her husband’s death was expected, 
but called out authorities for only presenting “selected evidence”. 
 
Body Discovered (aired 3/9/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – A house fire in 
West Valley City turned tragic when fire crews discovered a body inside the home. Fire 
investigations have since determined the man found inside started the fire and then 
killed himself. According to West Valley City Fire Department, the blaze broke out at 
3300 West and 4400 South around 1:30pm.  Fire crews arrived soon after and were 
able to get inside the home, where they found the man's body just 10-15 feet inside the 
front door. 
 
State Files Charges Against Security Company (aired 3/9/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 
30 seconds) – State investigators say they have evidence showing Citadel Security is 
operating illegally in Utah, less than a week after the allegations surfaced in a 2News 
investigation. Documents filed by the Division of Occupational and Professional 
Licensing report that the company's state certified supervisor was not living in Utah over 
the course of several months. The company will continue to provide security for its 
contracts, including the Utah National Guard. The state will give the company 30 days 
to respond to the charges, and a hearing will take place in April, when a judge will 
review the evidence. 
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Man Nearly Killed When Loaded Into Garbage Truck (aired 3/10/2016 @7pm for 1 
minute 30 seconds) – A man was taken to the University trauma center after he was 
pulled from a garbage truck in Salt Lake City. Authorities believe he was sleeping in a 
dumpster when he was scooped-up by a driver making the rounds that morning. The 
truck driver stopped in a parking lot at 720 South 300 West and climbed on top of the 
truck to clear some debris when he heard the man screaming from inside the trash 
compactor. The man was conscious and talking to authorities when he was pulled from 
the compactor. He was taken to the hospital in critical condition.  
 
Police Investigate Murder Suicide (aired 3/11/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
Logan police said the deaths of two people found in a home is the result of a 
murder/suicide. Reportedly, a letter written to the Logan Herald Journal led police to the 
home of Mary Flynn Palley and Dell Johnson.  A portion of the letter read, "I took my 
wife with me because of her advancing Parkinson's, it was robbing her of her mental 
facilities and filling her life with frustration and despair." The handwritten letter, dated 
March 8, was a copy of a typed letter to The New York Times, including the copy of a 
$1,000 check made out to that newspaper for investigation into the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
 
Police Procedure Meeting (aired 03/14/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The Salt Lake 
City Council is working on funding a Civilian Review Board to investigate officer involved 
shootings. Right now, the city attorney provides the legal counsel for the review board, 
and some say that is a major conflict of interest.  People attended a public comment 
meeting to voice their opinions, but a riot soon ensued.  People in the area were 
throwing trash and fighting and yelling at officers. Officers called for help from other 
officers across the valley to assist them. This was significant because this was not the 
first officer involved shooting involving Salt Lake City police in the past couple of 
months. It was also significant because it caused a huge riot that was making national 
news and one person was in the hospital. 
 
Man Shot “Really Needed Help” (aired 3/14/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) - 
The family of 69-year-old David Trujillo said he was suffering from mental health issues 
when he entered a South Salt Lake property with a knife. According to South Salt Lake 
Police, Trujillo entered a property near 3700 South and 200 East.  A  37-year-old 
resident shot and killed Trujillo when he saw he was armed with a knife. Trujillo's great-
niece, Kristin Martinez, said he had recently been evicted from a home in the area and 
was looking for his cat. Martinez believed mental illness also played a role in her great-
uncle's death. Martinez said she and her family tried to convince her great-uncle to get 
treatment at the VA, but he never went. 
 
Parents Sue School District (aired 3/16/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) - The 
family of a special needs child who was molested by a school bus driver is now suing 
the school district. The lawsuit claims Canyons School District did not do enough to 
protect the children from the bus driver and wants them to be held accountable for their 
perceived role in allowing the abuse to occur. John Carrell was convicted in October 
2015 for molesting young children while transferring them to school. 
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Deadly Autoped (aired 03/21/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – An 8-year-old boy was hit 
and killed while riding his skateboard in Payson. Police say the driver was intoxicated 
and was booked into jail on DUI charges. The viewer heard from the little boy’s 
grandmother and from police that were on the scene.  
 
LDS Missionaries Hurt (aired on 03/22/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 2 minutes) - Three 
missionaries with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, all from Utah, have 
been seriously injured in the Brussels airport in a terror attack, LDS Church officials 
reported Tuesday morning. A fourth missionary from France was also treated for minor 
injuries, authorities say. Bombs struck the Brussels airport and one of the city's metro 
stations, killing at least 31 people and wounding dozens of others. 
 

DIVERSITY 
Provo City Center Temple Open House (aired 1/11/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – It’s 
an historic time for the LDS church as it prepares to open the doors of its newest temple 
in Provo, Utah. It will be the second temple in that city. The new Provo City Center 
Temple is five years in the making. This story follows the transformation of the old Provo 
Tabernacle into the latest LDS temple.  
 
Gender Pricing (aired 01/25/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – A recent study shows 
women may be paying more for products than men.  The New York City Department of 
Consumer Affairs revealed a big price gap.  Research shows, on average, the women’s 
version of a product cost 7% more than the ones for men. This investigative story 
features undercover video that shows companies charging women more than men 
ranging from dry cleaning services to clothing.  The story also explains the role import 
tax plays in the pricing difference. 
 
Oktoberfest (aired on 01/26/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - Snowbird’s fight over alcohol 
at Oktoberfest continues one year after the controversy began. An attorney filed a suit 
against Snowbird and they are asking the DABC to take another look at Snowbird’s 
liquor license and see if they should be able to keep it. In 2014, a couple staying at 
Snowbird were attacked by a group of festival goers and now their attorney was working 
to shut down Oktoberfest before someone else got hurt. The attorney presented 
pictures before the DABC that showed the dangers of drinking at Oktoberfest, but 
Snowbird’s senior vice president said Oktoberfest was a safe community event and that 
they were compliant with the state law. This story was significant because Oktoberfest 
is a popular cultural event that takes place in different cities all over the world and 
drinking alcohol is part of the culture of Oktoberfest. This story looked at the dangers of 
people who don’t drink responsibly and how they can affect the community. This story 
also looked at people on the other side of the issue who support drinking at Snowbird 
because they say it is a cultural tradition and that they were following the rules of the 
city and the state. 
 
LDS LBGT Suicides (aired 01/29/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A group of mothers say 
since the LDS Church policy change regarding gay LDS couples there have been more 
suicides among LDS LGBT youth.  The group is called Mama Dragons and it is made 
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up of Mormon moms of children who are gay. The Mama Dragons’ leader says since 
the policy change 34 LDS LGBT young people between the ages of 14 and 20 have 
committed suicide and of those 28 happened in Utah.  This story explains how the 
group gathered their numbers and lets our viewers know how their numbers compare 
with those gathered by the health department. 
 
Visa Waiver Program (aired 02/05/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - A group of Utah 
students says a new federal rule change for foreign travel is discriminatory and will have 
far reaching effects. Under the new rules, a visa is required for anyone who wants to 
travel to the U.S. that may have ties to four middle eastern countries. The students have 
dual citizenship because their parents are from Iran, which is just one of four countries 
the state department is restricting under new visa guidelines.   
 
Bar Refuses Polynesians (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Salt Lake City 
bar is under scrutiny tonight after accusations of discrimination.  The bartenders at 
Willie’s Lounge are accused of asking two men to leave the business simply because 
they are Polynesian.  Video of the incident has gone viral and the two men who were 
targeted are speaking out.  Meanwhile, the owner of Willie’s Lounge is defending his 
employees.  He says they have a policy if any intimidating looking males come into the 
bar the bartenders have the right to refuse service.  This story gives our viewers both 
sides of the story and explains what the victims hope to accomplish by talking about 
their experience with racial profiling. 
 
LDS Church on Hate Crimes Bill (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A new 
twist in the fight to pass a new hate crime law on Utah’s Capitol Hill as the LDS Church 
releases a statement in opposition to the bill.  The LDS Church says it doesn’t want to 
see any disruption to the balance between LGBT rights and religious liberty.  The LDS 
Church feels the hate crime bill would do just that.  The statement from the LDS church 
comes to a big blow to supporters of the hate crime proposal.  This story gives our 
viewers the church’s stance on the legislation, gives the bill sponsor a chance to explain 
why he feels the hate crime law needs to change and explains how the bill sponsor 
plans to move forward. 
  
Salt Lake City Bar Broke State Law (aired 2/18/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) 
– A Salt Lake City bar that refused service to two Polynesian men did so against state 
law according to University of Utah Law professor Clifford Rosky. Two Polynesian men 
were asked to leave Willie's Lounge Tuesday night. Willie's Lounge is not only accused 
of racial profiling, but admits it happened. The bar owner said a mistake was made in 
asking the men to leave. The owner said he's had a problem with Polynesians fighting in 
his bar and that's where his policy comes from. 
 
Bar Owner Statement (aired 02/19/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – The owner of a Salt 
Lake City bar whose employees threw out a pair of Polynesian patrons issued another 
apology but some Polynesian community leaders are questioning his sincerity. The bar 
owner says in the past his employees have had trouble with Polynesians but that it is no 
excuse for asking two men to leave simply based on their ethnicity. Some Polynesian 
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community leaders are wondering if the bar owner is truly sorry for his employees’ 
actions or if he is sorry because it is hurting his bottom line.  This story gives both sides 
a chance to express their views and lets viewers know what changes the bar owner 
claims he is going to make at his business to make sure something like this doesn’t 
happen again. 
 
FLDS Halfway House (aired 02/26/2016 @7pm, 2:45 minutes) – With several FLDS 
Church leaders now facing federal charges, those who have left or were kicked out of 
the community say there are more FLDS members in need of help.  A group known for 
helping those who have escaped the polygamist community now have a new facility to 
help those FLDS members looking to leave the religion.  This story gives our viewers a 
look inside the new facility and gives those who run the organization an opportunity to 
explain what they do and how the new building will be used in the future. 
 
Polygamy Rally (aired 03/07/2016 @7pm, 2:45 minutes) – Polygamists are uniting in 
opposition to a bill that would make the practice a felony.  Hundreds of polygamist 
families gathered on Capitol Hill in protest of a bill that they say reinforces the 
stereotype that polygamists are criminals.  This story explains why the bill sponsor 
believes polygamy needs to be prosecuted and lets those who practice polygamy 
explain why the bill could do more harm than good. 
 
Mormon & Trump (aired 03/14/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Donald Trump appears to 
be struggling to get the support of Mormon voters.  Trump recently lost primaries in both 
Idaho and Wyoming which have a large Mormon population. A political expert explains 
to our viewers that Trumps turns off Mormons with his brash style, his lack of a strong 
religious faith and his merciless stance on immigration.  This story also explains that 
Trumps appearance and an upcoming GOP debate in Salt Lake City is still up in the air. 
 
Saving Alex (aired 03/15/2016 @7pm, 2:45 minutes) – The author of a new book called 
“Saving Alex” is telling her story about being sent to gay conversion therapy after she 
came out to her parents as a teenager.  Alex Cooper says she was sent from her 
California home to a home in St. George, Utah where an unlicensed couple abused and 
threatened her as they tried to change her sexuality.  Alex says she was forced to stand 
against a wall for hours while wearing a backpack full of rocks.  This story explains that 
Alex and her lawyer are now pushing for states to outlaw conversion therapy.  It also 
lets viewers know that Alex was a practicing Mormon at one point but has since left the 
religion. 

 
EDUCATION 
Principal on Roof (aired 01/14/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – An elementary school 
principal is in for a long, cold night as he is camping out on the roof of his school.  
Foothills Elementary principal, Howard Griffith, is braving the elements to keep a 
promise he made to his students.  Back in December, Griffith told his students if they 
raised $2,500 for new shoes and socks for needy children he would sleep on the roof of 
the school.  This story explains why Griffith thought this project was so important and 
lets our viewers know what he hopes his student take away from the whole experience. 
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School Start Time (aired on 01/19/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) - Salt Lake 
City schools were considering a rule that would give high schools a later start time. 
West High School currently starts at 7:45am but the district may change that time to 
9am. Studies showed that kids do better in school if they wake up later. Some students 
loved the idea but other students did not and parents were also divided on the issue. 
The time change may be hard on some parents’ work schedules and students’ activity 
schedules.  This story looked at it from a student’s perspective on starting early and it 
also looked at the parent’s perspective. While most students would like to get more 
sleep, it would be hard on working families and children who have after school activities. 
 
Jobs for Graduates (aired on 02/02/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) - Governor 
Herbert was pushing for a new pathway program that would get high school students 
into a field where they can make six figures five years after graduation. There is a 
particular demand for diesel technicians because in the next decade, 1/3 of diesel 
mechanics would retire leaving many job openings. Governor Herbert created a 
partnership with local diesel companies who would offer paid internships and training to 
high school students and would allow for training during high school with guaranteed 
jobs as students graduate and complete one year of technical training at Salt Lake 
Community College. This story was significant because it informed viewers about 
different job opportunities after graduation and showed them that many jobs would be 
opening up in the next few years. Many students aren’t sure about what they want to do 
after graduation and this gave many people an answer. 
 
10-Year-Old Genius (aired 02/26/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – A 10-year-old girl from St. 
George is outscoring high school seniors on tests. Our story covered how she got to her 
position of knowledge and what she can teach others. The viewers get to see an 
interview with the girl and her teachers.  
 
Education Funding (aired 03/08/2016@7pm, 1:00 minute) – It looks like a good year 
for Utah schools on Capitol Hill. The legislature seems likely to put more into education 
than Governor Gary Herbert asked for. The governor wants education to be the state's 
first spending priority. Usually he asks for more for schools than lawmakers are willing 
to give, but not this year. The governor asked for a 422 million increase in education 
spending. The legislature is planning a 432 million increase. This story tells viewers 
about an increase in education spending, and how it will help all Utah schools, 
specifically charter schools. 
 
Utah School Districts Struggle to Find Bus Drivers (aired 3/16/2016 @7pm for 1 
minute 30 seconds) – For the last few years, many Utah school have seen a serious 
shortage in bus drivers. One of the main causes that’s driving school bus drivers away 
is the lack of funds. Several Utah school districts say drivers are bound to 29 hours 
because of the Affordable Care Act. Washington County is in need of 30 more bus 
drivers right now. Currently, Washington County School District has enough personnel 
to get kids to and from school, but has trouble finding substitute drivers and trips for 
extracurricular activities.  
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ENVIRONMENT 
Recycling Costs (aired on 01/05/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) - Falling oil 
prices usually means good news for consumers, but the recycling industry has taken a 
big hit, especially in plastics. Many businesses are finding it cheaper to manufacture 
new plastic than to use recycled materials. As a result, plastic bundles are piling up at 
recycling centers, waiting for a time when the economics are more in their favor. Rocky 
Mountain Recycling supports a ban on plastic bags. They are currently talking to local 
municipalities about putting one in place. For now, it is strictly voluntary. 
 
Utah Legislature Air Quality (aired 01/26/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) – Legislators 
agree Utah needs to clean up the air. Both Republicans and Democrats speak for blue 
skies, and they've set an ambitious goal. One thing they agree on, Utah needs better 
knowledge about air pollution if it is to take effective measures to clean it up. 
 
Air Quality (aired on 01/26/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Utah’s air quality has been a 
major issue in the state for a very long time. It’s an issue that Republicans and 
Democrats can agree on, but they disagree with how to handle air quality. Utah has a 
goal set by federal law and so far, Utah has not met that goal. Speaker Greg Hughes 
says Utah has improved with air quality going down more than 35% since the year 
2000. He says Utah needs to understand air pollution and knowledge will give people 
the tools to clean up the air. This story was significant because Utah’s air quality has 
been a major concern for the public and the government for many years. Many people 
suffer from allergies or breathing problems that can be affected by the air. People in the 
state government have been talking about air quality for a long time, but there was more 
discussion than action taking place. This has been a growing problem for many years, 
and lawmakers say action needs to happen in order to make a difference in Utah’s air. 
 
February 18th Storm (aired 02/18/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The morning began 
with high winds knocking over power lines, trees, and scaffolding. The scaffolding 
collapse caused a major roadway to be shut down. The high winds brought in a fast 
moving storm, complete with rain, thunder, lightning, hail, and snow. 2News brought 
viewers team coverage of the storm and what it was bringing to the Wasatch Front.  
 
Millcreek Gardens (aired on 02/20/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) - Spring is around the 
corner and Millcreek Gardens provided viewers with various gardening tips. Even 
though it was still winter, the representative showed viewers that there are many things 
they can do in the winter to prepare for spring planting season. She showed different 
flowers and plants and demonstrated how to plant certain flowers in your windowsill. 
This was significant because it showed viewers that planting and gardening aren’t just 
for the spring and summer and it gave viewers the chance to see how they can enhance 
their garden in the winter. 
 
Container Gardening (aired @7pm, 2/23/2016, 2:30) – We had experts from the 
University of Utah Edible Gardens in studio to demonstrate how you can garden in any 
sized space. They brought small containers and explained that you can eat healthier by 
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growing your own food in a small container, though some plants needed to be outside, 
but some could be inside. 
 
Utah Pollution (aired on 03/15/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) - People in 
Colorado said Utah’s poor air quality was polluting their national parks. This led to 
Colorado business owners signing a petition urging the EPA to require heavy 
restrictions on Utah power plants. Two coal fired power plants near Huntington, Utah 
are up wind from top Colorado destinations. The letter to the EPA was signed by more 
than 100 Colorado Stakeholders asking the EPA to “safeguard our air and our lands 
with strong and fair reductions in coal pollution by requiring modern, industry standard 
pollution controls.” Rocky Mountain power said the more restrictive measures will cost 
millions of dollars and that the costs will be passed on to their customers. This was 
significant because it shows that Utah air quality is now affecting people in other states. 

 
GOVERNMENT/POLITICAL 
Biskupski Sworn In (aired on 01/04/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) - Former 
Utah lawmaker Jackie Biskupski was sworn in as the mayor of Salt Lake City, becoming 
the first openly gay person to hold the office. The 49-year-old is no stranger to making 
history in the state. In 1998, she became Utah's first openly gay lawmaker. She served 
in the state House of Representatives until 2011. Since then, she has worked in the Salt 
Lake County Sheriff's office. Biskupski defeated two-term incumbent mayor Ralph 
Becker in November by winning 52% of the vote in the state's liberal capital city. 
 
Gun Control Reaction (aired on 01/05/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes)-This story 
was a local angle on a national story concerning President Obama’s executive action on 
gun violence. Some gun rights activists said the President is going above Congress and 
creating laws that won’t have a realistic impact. However, polls showed that ¾ of 
Utahans are in favor of stricter gun control laws. People on both sides of the issue 
agreed that addressing mental health issues was a key component and that it is 
important to make sure people are fit and healthy before giving them a gun. This story 
was significant because it took a national issue and made it local by talking to local 
activists on both sides of the issue and hearing what they had to say. It also looked into 
laws that are currently in place and how the new executive action would change those 
laws. 
 
Senator Lee Undecided Regarding Presidential Candidate (aired 1/5/2016 @7pm 
for 1 minute 30 seconds) – All of Utah's congressional delegation have committed to 
presidential candidates except Sen. Mike Lee.  He says candidates Ted Cruz, Rand 
Paul and Rubio are three of his closest Senate friends, so he has stayed neutral. Both 
Lee and Sen. Orrin Hatch said they will support the Republican nominee even if it's 
Donald Trump. Recently, Jason Chaffetz endorsed Marco Rubio and joined him on the 
campaign trail.  
 
Obama Gun Control Reaction (aired 1/5/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
Following President Obama’s emotional address on proposed executive actions on gun 
control, lawmakers on Capitol Hill reacted to his announcement. He spoke at the White 
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House on Tuesday about rights that had been denied victims of other mass shootings. 
House Speaker Paul Ryan tweeted, "No matter what President Obama says, his word 
does not trump the Second Amendment." House Minority Leader Nancy said "Congress 
must come together to build on the President's steps to curb gun violence and pass the 
bipartisan King-Thompson legislation to strengthen background checks and keep guns 
out of the wrong hands." 
 
North Korea Claims Rattle World (aired 1/6/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
North Korea rattled nations around the world when it claimed it tested its first ever 
hydrogen bomb, but the White House is not sure if that's true. The vibrations of the blast 
were picked up at the University of Utah seismology building. The research seismologist 
said it was very similar to another test North Korea did in 2013, which was also claimed 
as a hydrogen bomb. The Utah seismologist said they can’t tell from seismology what 
type of bomb it is. Japan is collecting air samples to test for radiation and analysts say it 
could take weeks before they can determine exactly what did explode. 
 
End of Life Bill Headed to Legislature (aired 1/11/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A death with dignity bill is set to be presented in the legislature this year. 
Representative Rebecca Chavez Houck, a Democrat, is sponsoring the bill and working 
to gain support from Republicans. This will be her second try on the heels of a national 
debate sparked by California woman Brittany Maynard. She is back at it this year saying 
it can work because the drug would be "self-administered" and not a physician assisted 
suicide. A personal choice she says, where Utah doctors don't have to be involved if 
they don't want, and patients can make their own end of life choice. Opponents worry 
about "playing God," and that patients in tough financial situations might be talked into 
options that would prematurely end their life.  
 
Governor Calls Constituents (aired 01/11/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – When you 
have a complaint about state government you might call the Governor to vent but would 
you expect the Governor to call you back?  That is exactly what Utah Governor Gary 
Herbert does at least once a week.  Governor Herbert sets aside time to call back 
constituents who have called his office to share their thoughts.  This story explains how 
many phone calls the Governor makes in a week and why he fells these phone calls are 
so important. 
 
Biskupski’s Homeless Plan (aired 01/12/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - Salt Lake City's 
new Mayor Jackie Biskupski says she will reduce crime around the city's homeless 
shelter. While Biskupski says she'll be more strategic, she hasn't said how. Rod Decker 
asked the people at the center of this topic, the homeless, what they would like to see 
done while Biskupski is in office. 
 
Public Lands Bill (aired 01/20/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) – A big land compromise 
proposal in Utah history includes one million acres for development and 4 million acres 
for preservation. It’s a compromise representative Rob Bishop and Jason Chaffetz 
presented in front of Utah lawmakers in the 2016 legislative session. Environmentalists 
are speaking out about the measure, saying they don’t like the bill and don’t consider it 
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a compromise. They claim the bill outlines too much development and too little 
preservation.  
 
Federal Land (aired on 01/25/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - This was the first day of the 
Utah Legislature’s 45 day legislative session and it was the start of many debates and 
proposals in the state government. House Speaker Greg Hughes spoke strongly against 
the federal government and its management of 2/3rds of all the land in Utah. He said 
Utah could do a better job with the lands and endorsed the legislature’s lawsuit to try 
and take the lands from the federal government. This was significant because it was the 
first day of the legislative session and federal lands were a big topic of discussion. Utah 
has several national parks and many government officials were not happy with how the 
federal government is taking care of land in Utah.  
 
Child Porn Bill (aired on 01/26/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - Prosecutors acknowledge 
that child pornography is a serious national problem and developments in technology 
are making it more difficult to track. State representative Craig Hall proposed House Bill 
155 or “The Child Porn Bill.” The bill would make it so that if a computer technician 
comes across child pornography, he would be required to report it. Failure to do so 
could result in being charged with a class B misdemeanor which carries up to 6 months 
in jail. Some computer technician were concerned that technicians could face 
prosecution even if they don’t find anything suspicious because they could have a hard 
time providing the evidence. 
 
Herbert State of State Address (aired 1/27/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 15 seconds) – 
Gov. Gary Herbert pushed education, took jabs at the federal government and got 
emotional in his State of the State speech Wednesday. Herbert said education is one of 
the most important investments for Utah in the future and set a goal to raise high school 
graduation rate to 90% by 2020. Herbert pleaded with fellow Republicans to do 
something about health care for poor people. He was also critical of the federal 
government throughout the speech. Democrats criticized Herbert's tone and said a lot 
more could be accomplished without the us vs. them approach. 
 
Hate Crime Laws (aired 1/28/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - There is a new push to clear 
up the definition of when a hate crime has occurred, and when to increase the use of 
hate crime enhancements. A new bill is in the works that would give a clearer definition 
to the term hate crime. Right now, supporters say the current law is ambiguous and 
often difficult to prove a hate crime has actually occurred.  
 
Food Freedom Act (aired 01/28/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Utah lawmaker wants 
to make our food free but we’re not talking about the price.  Right now people who want 
to sell food have to go through state regulations but the new Food Freedom Act would 
do away with that.  Representative Marc Roberts is pushing to get rid of state 
regulations for those who sell their product directly to the consumer.  This story explains 
who would be impacted if the new bill becomes law and let’s viewers know what health 
officials think about the proposal. 
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New Death Penalty Bill (aired 01/29/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – A new death penalty 
bill has been proposed on Utah’s Capitol Hill.  It is from the same lawmaker who 
reinstated the firing squad last year.  Representative Paul Ray is now targeting people 
who traffic children for labor or sex.  Under the bill, if a child dies while being trafficked 
anyone involved could get the death penalty not just the person who killed the child.  
This story explains the reason why Ray is sponsoring the bill and explains why local 
ACLU officials are against the idea. 
 
Evans Discusses Iowa Caucuses (aired on 02/01/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 
minutes) -This story aired on the first night of the Iowa Caucuses and it was the first 
time people were able to cast their votes for President. Utah’s head of the Republican 
party, James Evans, said he’ll back up whoever comes on top, but he did fear that 
Trump would be the winner. Three states already had Donald Trump winning the 
nomination. Republicans and Democrats both wanted something different and they 
want somebody to get the United States out of 18 trillion dollars in debt. This was 
significant because it took a national issue and looked at it from a local perspective by 
talking to local leaders about the Iowa Caucuses. This was also significant because the 
Presidential elections are going to be a major topic of discussion for the next few 
months. 
 
Traffic Ticket Revenue Bill (aired 2/1/2016 @7pm, 1:25 minutes) - A small town speed 
trap that was the focus of a 2News investigation has become a hot topic of debate at 
the state capitol. A new bill could limit the amount of money cities and towns collect 
from your traffic tickets and there is now a passionate response from both sides. This 
bill directly follows our sweeps story from 2015 about Mantua’s speed trap and how 
much the town makes from it.  
 
Dabakis Education Taxes (aired 2/1/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - State Senator Jim 
Dabakis has a plan to give a big influx of money to Utah public schools. Right now, Utah 
schools are on the bottom of all states in per pupil funding, and Dabakis wants to fix 
that. Dabakis says to keep higher education whole he would raise sales taxes one cent 
earmarked for colleges and universities. This story talks about how a new plan to get 
money to education would affect students and tax payers.  
 
Medical Marijuana Hearings (aired 02/04/2016 @7pm, 3:00 minutes) – Two medical 
marijuana bills are advancing through the Utah state legislature.  One measure would 
expand the use of cannabis oil, which is already being used to treat children with 
epilepsy.  The other measure would allow medical marijuana products to treat patients 
who live with serious illness and pain.  The big difference between the two is that the oil 
does not contain the part of the marijuana plant that can get you high, while medical 
marijuana does.  This story explains the difference between the two bills, gives patients 
who use both products a chance to explain how it helps them and updates the status of 
the two bills in the legislature. 
  
LDS Church on Medical Marijuana (aired 02/08/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – After 
the LDS Church publicly opposed the one of Utah’s medical marijuana bills, the bill 
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sponsor says he is not backing down.  Senator Mark Madsen, who is Mormon, says 
he’ll keep pushing to get the measure approved because he says he has on obligation 
to the people of Utah who could benefit from medical marijuana.  This story explains 
why the LDS Church has a problem with Madsen’s medical marijuana bill and not the 
other cannabis oil bill which is also making its way through the legislature.  The story 
also give Senator Madsen a chance to defend his bill and explains why he will continue 
to fight to get his bill passed even after the LDS Church has publicly opposed it. 
 
Tampon Tax (aired 02/10/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – The so called “the tampon tax” 
has been passed in several other states across the country but tonight a legislative 
committee voted down the effort to get rid of the tax in Utah.  The bill sponsor says the 
measure would lift taxes on feminine hygiene products, diapers for babies and diapers 
for seniors.  This story explains why the all male legislative committee shot down the 
idea and lets our viewers know what the sponsor plans to do to try and get the tax 
eliminated in the future. 
  
Constitutional Carry (aired 02/09/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - Governor Gary Herbert 
may veto a bill that would let Utahans carry concealed guns without a permit. The 
Governor vetoed the so called constitutional carry several years ago, and says he may 
do it again. This story looks at how a new bill would affect gun owners who want to carry 
a concealed weapon without a permit and why the governor plans to veto it.  
 
Water Fund Bill (aired 02/10/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Utah's population is growing 
and more people will need more water. Right now, legislators are debating how to pay 
for water projects. Environmentalists say it's just a way to get the state to pay for the 
Lake Powell pipeline in Southern Utah.   
 
Point of the Mountain Bill (aired 02/15/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – State lawmakers 
have already approved the moving of the Utah State Prison and now legislators want to 
start panning on how to develop the land where the state prison currently sits. A new bill 
would set aside $800,000 to get the ball rolling but at least one mayor worries the state 
might be doing the same thing it so often accuses the federal government of doing.  
This story lets our viewers know the concerns the Bluffdale mayor has, explains why 
lawmakers feel like then need that much money to start the process and who they want 
included in development planning process. 
 
Reclassifying Marijuana (aired 02/16/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - A group of Utah 
lawmakers says the federal government needs to ease up on how it views marijuana. 
Those lawmakers got one step closer to sending an official recommendation from Utah 
to Washington, D.C. It certainly would mark a distinct change in attitude about 
marijuana in Utah. In 1970, the feds put marijuana in a group of the most serious drugs, 
limiting how researchers can use it. That is one reason why Utah wants the government 
to change its position. 
 
Gubernatorial Candidates on Education (aired 02/16/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - A 
republican and a democrat are running for governor against Governor Gary Herbert. 
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Between the three candidates, they offer voters a wide choice on education policy. 
Republican Jonathan Johnson wants more local power over schools and less state and 
federal power, and schools to concentrate on early reading skills. Democrat Mike 
Weinholtz notes Utah schools are the nation's worst funded and he says polls show 
Utahans support more school spending. This story lets voters know where each 
candidate stands on education policy and funding. 
 
Body Camera Bill (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - Controversial police body 
cameras brought up strong debate at the state capitol today. Lawmakers want to set 
rules about when, where, and how the cameras are used, but not everyone agrees on 
the plan. Cops and Lobbyists raised concerns about privacy of the citizens, but overall 
there seemed to favorable support of the bill. This story brings viewers up to date on a 
controversial bill before the legislature, and how it will affect the public and agencies 
using the cameras. 
 
Biskupski & McAdams Homeless Money (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - 
Salt Lake City and County mayors are asking for big dollars to fight homelessness. 
Mayor Jackie Biskupski and Mayor Ben McAdams asked the State Legislature in the 
morning for the funds, and at a news conference later, they also asked for money from 
the private sector. And while they say they want to use the funds to help fight 
homelessness, they say they don’t have a plan, yet. 
  
Prostitution Bill (aired 02/18/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - A bill to get tough on people 
who buy sex is advancing through the legislature. The bill says if a customer has sex 
with an underage girl involved in sex trafficking, it is no excuse to say he was told she 
was of legal age, and he didn't know she was involved in trafficking. That means the 
customer would be guilty of soliciting an underage girl in sex trafficking.   
 
LDS Church and Hate Crimes Bill (aired 02/18/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints spoke out against the hate crimes bill at the 
legislation. The senator sponsoring the bill, who is a member of the LDS church, 
apologized for the church’s statement. Viewers are updated on the latest happenings at 
the Utah State Capitol during the Legislative Session. 
 
Senator Urquhart Talks Hate Crime Bill (aired 2/18/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) – A Republican Utah senator sponsoring a hate crimes bill that would protect 
gay and transgender people is criticizing the Mormon Church for putting the brakes on 
the measure by urging legislators not to upset a balance between religious and LGBT 
rights. Sen. Steve Urquhart, a Mormon, said at a news conference that he wanted to 
apologize to religious communities, ethnic groups and others because his church 
"effectively snuffed out" dialogue on his proposal. Urquhart's news conference followed 
a statement from The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. The faith said a 
balance of rights should be preserved and not upset by efforts from any end of the 
political spectrum. A LDS church spokesman declined to elaborate. 
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Welfare Drug Testing (aired 02/22/2016 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) - Lawmakers have 
quietly made a compromise on drug testing for welfare moms. Now Utah law says if you 
apply for welfare and you have a history of drugs you can be forced to take drug tests. 
But legislators worried that a federal lawsuit struck a compromise with the bill sponsor, 
Representative Angela Romero, that will mean fewer women will take drug tests if they 
don't want to. 
 
Right to Die Bill (aired 02/24/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – The legislative committee 
heard testimony on an options at death bill. A Utah woman with brain cancer, who 
would like to choose her time and manner of death, testified before the committee. The 
bill did not pass out of the committee. The viewer is educated about the latest news 
from the Legislative Session in 2016. 
 
Medical Marijuana (aired 02/25/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – One of the medical 
marijuana bills at the capitol passed the Senate. Senate Bill 73 would allow for the use 
and sale of medical marijuana products which use the entire plant. The bill passed 17 to 
12. Medical Marijuana is a popular topic at the Legislature this year, and the viewer is 
updated on its progress. 
 
Romney and Trump Battle (aired 02/25/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – Presidential 
Candidate Donald Trump and 2012 Presidential nominee Mitt Romney get into a war of 
words on Twitter. The viewer is given a summary of the big story that is trending on 
social media. 
 
Biden in Utah (aired 02/26/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – A roundtable at the Huntsman Cancer 
Institute features none other than the Vice President of the United States. Cancer 
survivors and health officials from around the state were there to discuss the goal of 
finding a cure for cancer.  Biden’s adult son passed away from brain cancer recently. 
 
Homeless Money (aired 02/29/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - A legislative committee 
this morning voted for new money for the homeless. Salt Lake City says the current 
shelter is overcrowded and new shelters are needed. Over three years, the city wants 
20 million dollars to build new shelters, and they want 7 million dollars each year for 
new services to help the homeless. City officials say they’re working to get the money 
first, and decide where they’ll put the new shelters later. 
 
Medicaid Expansion (aired 03/01/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - Medicaid expansion 
looks as if it may pass the legislature. A Republican bill that does only a fraction of what 
Obamacare would do appears likely to pass and seems to have bipartisan support. This 
story tells viewers how the new bill would affect Medicaid coverage if it does, indeed, 
pass. 
 
Blogging Bill (aired 03/01/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – Utah Bloggers could be impacted 
by a bill at the Capitol that would add an online tax, which would make it harder for 
bloggers to have a consistent income. Viewers that work on blogs, or know family and 
friends that work on blogs, know the risk they are at with this bill at the capitol.  
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Utah Trump Organizer Sees Reason for Trump to Skip Debate (aired 3/2/2016 
@7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – When the Republican National Committee 
announced the debate on February 20, Utah politicos thought Trump, Ted Cruz, and/or 
Marco Rubio would be on the stage. But Wednesday, Utah organizer Don Peay 
signaled he sees reason for Trump to bypass the Salt Lake showdown. 2News sent an 
email to the Trump campaign on Wednesday, asking whether Trump will participate in 
the Salt Lake debate, and whether he has any appearances scheduled in Utah close to 
the same time. There was no reply. Utah GOP Chair James Evans told 2News he 
spoke to a representative of the campaign on Wednesday, who wondered where the 
speculation had come from---and said there were no plans for Trump not to be here. 
 
Romney on Presidential Race (aired 03/02/2016 @7pm, 2:10 minutes) – Mitt Romney 
will address hundreds of students at the University of Utah.  Romney will speak about 
the status of the presidential race during a forum hosted by the Hinckley institute of 
politics and judging from his words on social media, Romney many have a thing or two 
to say about Donald Trump.  This story shows our viewers the back and forth between 
the former presidential candidate and the current GOP frontrunner.  It also gives our 
viewers details about where and when Romney speech will be. 
 
Romney’s Speech Against Trump (aired 03/03/2016 @7pm, 1:29 minutes) - A few 
hundred Utahans attended Mitt Romney’s speech against GOP presidential candidate 
Donald Trump. 2News talked to many of the attendees, and it sounds like the crowd 
was mostly supportive of what Romney said. This story looks at the reaction to 
Romney’s speech, and the general feeling of Utahans on Trump’s campaign run. 
 
Capital Punishment Bill Advances (aired 03/03/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - At the 
legislature, Utah senators voted to end capital punishment in the state. The sponsor of 
the bill says it doesn't work. He argues capital punishment takes too long, costs too 
much, and is hard on victim's families. This story takes a look at a current bill at the 
legislature that’s advancing, and how it would affect convicts facing the death penalty 
and the victims of the perpetrators.  
 
Romney Uses Speech to Attack Trump (aired 3/3/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 
seconds) - Romney took to the stage at the University of Utah and Hinckley Institute of 
Politics to warn Republican voters of the dangers of a Trump nomination and 
presidency. Romney expressed his belief that Trump's plans for his presidency would 
sink the United States into a "prolonged recession." He followed by saying Trump could 
not be trusted as a leader, and that Republican voters should turn their attention 
towards Marco Rubio or John Kasich. Romney feels a Trump nomination would lead to 
the "inevitable" presidency of Hillary Clinton, the front runner for the democratic 
nomination. He implored Republicans who did not want to see Clinton in the white 
house to choose a candidate other than Trump. 
 
Debating in Utah (aired 03/04/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A key supporter of Donald 
Trump says he has very little reason to take part in the GOP Debate scheduled for Salt 
Lake City. Brian Mullahy spoke to the key supporter for the latest on Trump’s campaign 
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and the debate. Viewers are informed of the latest information concerning the 2016 race 
for the White House and how Utah is affected.  
 
Lawmakers Reject Marijuana Plan (aired 3/7/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
Utah Representatives rejected a plan to legalize the use of edible marijuana products by 
those with chronic conditions. Lawmakers in a health committee voted against the 
proposal that would also allow use of vapor and topical products, citing concerns that it's 
not ready to be considered by the full House of Representatives. The panel has 
approved a more restrictive medical marijuana proposal and adjusted it to include 
certain elements of the broader marijuana plan, including adding diseases that can be 
treated by the drug. Critics argue that it still doesn't help enough people. 
 
Northern Utah High School Accidentally Sings at Lavoy Finicum Rally (aired 
3/8/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) - Sky View High School Choir was on their 
annual tour of the Salt Lake Valley when they were asked to sing the national anthem 
on the steps of the State Capitol. The school said the person who asked the choir 
director didn't tell her the song would kick off the "Stand by Me for Liberty" LaVoy 
Finicum rally. Cherilyn Eagar, a spokesperson for the Finicums, said the performance 
was spontaneous and that they wouldn’t have done anything to put them in a political 
position. The school called the sequence of events a misunderstanding. Both the 
principal and choir director issued letters of explanation and apologized for the 
confusion.  
 
Death Penalty Bill (aired 03/08/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A bill to get rid of the 
death penalty in Utah cleared a major hurdle tonight.  It moved to the House of 
Representatives after a dramatic and confusing committee hearing.  At first it looked like 
the bill was dead but then one representative said he voted the wrong way and meant to 
vote yes, giving the bill enough votes to move forward.  This story explains how the 
confusion happened, lets our viewers know what changes if the bill passes and explains 
how close the bill is to becoming law. 
 
Signature Gathering Fraud Accusations (aired 03/09/2016 @7pm, 1:10 minute) - Is 
there fraud in Utah’s election process? The campaign manager for Republican 
Jonathan Johnson says he has evidence of fraud, and the whole law may get thrown 
out in federal court. The whole signature gathering law is in a state of confusion. 
Federal Judge David Nuffer says too many signatures are required, and he may throw 
out the law. Governor Herbert says he'll abide by the judge's decision.  
 
XGR Last Day (aired 03/10/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A bill that would get rid of the 
death penalty in Utah will not move forward after the bill sponsor says he is abandoning 
the effort.  The failure of the bill to get a hearing made one man very angry and he let 
lawmakers know he was mad. The brother of Ronnie Lee Gardner, a man executed in 
2010, started shouting at members of the House of Representatives.  This story shows 
our viewers the dramatic moment that played out on the final night of the legislature and 
explains what happened to the man who decided to speak out.  
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Homeless Funding (aired 03/11/2016 @ 5pm7pm 2 minutes) – During the 2016 
Legislative Session, lawmakers approved millions of dollars to go towards homeless 
funding. City officials met to thank lawmakers for the funding, and to explain what some 
of the money is going towards. Viewers were informed about what Utah’s budget is 
going towards.  
 
Chelsea Clinton Campaigns for Hillary Clinton (aired 3/15/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 
30 seconds) – Hillary Clinton's daughter Chelsea made three public campaign stops 
campaigning for her mom. Turnout was larger than expected in what is a traditionally 
red state without many campaign stops by Democrats. Chelsea told the crowds "every 
vote matters" and that's why her mom has a campaign office in Utah and why she is 
making a visit. Clinton's tone was much softer than her mother's but her policy talking 
points are just as tough. Clinton made sure to remind people the hard part is showing 
up to caucuses and if that doesn't happen, her mom may not be the Democratic party 
nominee. 
 
GOP Debate Canceled (aired 03/16/2016 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) - Wednesday's 
presidential candidate cancelations to a planned Utah debate is a major blow to the 
state of Utah in the world of politics. The much anticipated and historical republican 
presidential debate is not happening on Monday night at the Salt Palace in downtown 
Salt Lake City. The event that was scheduled to be hosted by the Fox News Channel 
had more than 50,000 ticket request according to the Utah Republican Party. It all 
unfolded on Wednesday morning when Republican presidential front runner, Donald 
Trump, announced on the national show Fox and Friends that he would not be coming 
to Utah. A short time later John Kasich announced through his campaign that if Trump 
is not coming then he too is out. That left Ted Cruz who had no choice but to pull out. 
 
Kane County Treasurer Resigns (aired 3/16/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
A Kane County Treasurer is under investigation for allegedly embezzling over $90,000 
of Kane County tax payer money. The Utah State Auditor sent out a report alleging 
Georgia Baca had been stealing money for personal use for three years. County 
officials believe that Baca took $34,600 and transferred it into her personal accounts, 
$56,182 cash that is still unaccounted for and $1,612 transferred to her Verizon 
Wireless web account. The county commissioners gave Baca a chance to explain her 
actions in the recent commissioner meeting but instead Baca turned in her letter of 
resignation. 
 
Trump Rally & Protest (aired 03/17/2016 @7pm, 4:30 minutes) – Donald Trump 
supporters and anti-Trump protesters clashed in the streets of Salt Lake City outside of 
a rally held by the GOP frontrunner.  The protest remained relatively calm compared to 
other Trump rallies that have been held across the country.  Inside the rally, Trump 
talked about a number of issues including immigration and Mitt Romney.  Trump 
questioned Romney’s faith and said the former presidential candidate choked during 
2012.  This story keeps our viewers up to date on the latest developments in the race 
for the White House and shows them which local political leaders are endorsing Trump 
in his bid for the presidency. 
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Sanders Rally (aired 03/17/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – Democratic presidential 
candidate, Bernie Sanders held a rally at “This is the Place Heritage Park” in Salt Lake 
City.  More than 10,000 people showed up in support of Sanders, which some might 
consider shocking in a well known Republican state.  Sanders spoke on a number of 
topics including campaign finance reform, education, minimum wage, equal pay for 
women and officer involved shootings.  This story lets our viewers know what a success 
this rally was.   
  
Kasich Town Hall (aired 03/17/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – John Kasich was one of 
three presidential candidates to make a stop in Utah today.  He held three town hall 
meetings along the Wasatch front and in all three meeting is was mostly standing room 
only.  The Ohio governor talked up his 18 years in Congress, working to balance the 
budget and overseeing an economic turnaround during his time as Ohio’s governor.  
This story explains that former Utah governor, Mike Leavitt, is endorsing Kasich and 
current Utah governor, Gary Herbert, spoke in support of Kasich during one of the town 
hall meetings.  We also let our viewers know that Kasich will make one more stop in the 
Beehive State, when he holds a town hall meeting in St. George. 
 
Utah Caucus 101 (aired 03/21/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – For the first time in history, 
Utah is holding Presidential Democratic Caucuses. Caucuses will be held for both the 
Democrats and the Republicans. The viewers learned the process for registering, their 
options for voting, and how to find out more information if they are interested.  
 
Kasich vs Herbert (aired 03/21/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Governor Gary Herbert's 
stamp of approval for Ted Cruz comes just one day before Utahans head to the polls.  It 
also comes just days after he campaigned with another candidate in the race for the 
White House.  John Kasich's Utah campaign director is questioning the sincerity of 
Herbert's support of Cruz.  He believes the Governor was doing what he need to cover 
himself politically.  This story explains how supporting Cruz could actually be a move 
designed to help the Governor's reelection campaign.  Our story also gives the 
Governor a chance to respond to the claims made by the Kasich campaign. 
 
Electronic Voting (aired 03/22/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) – Electronic 
voting was part of the Utah Caucus.  It was supposed to make voting easier and more 
convenient, but it ended up causing problems. A large number of voters showed up to 
vote for the caucus, but the website was having problems and not allowing people to 
vote. Many people had not received the correct voting information and they weren’t able 
to vote online. People were complaining that they weren’t able to exercise their right to 
vote and it was frustrating to many people. This was significant because this was a 
major election and many people were not able to cast their vote.  
Hatch Discusses Brussels Terror Attacks (aired 03/22/2016 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - 
Senator Orrin Hatch says congress has let down America’s guard, and made the nation 
more vulnerable to the kind of attack that just happened in Brussels. Last year, 
congress barred the National Security Agency from collecting metadata on American 
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phone calls. Hatch says now America is less protected and needed protection will be 
hard to get back. 
 
Caucus Failure (aired 03/23/2016 @7pm, 2:40 minutes) – Caucus night in Utah was a 
bumpy one as people had just a couple hours to get out and vote.  They were met with 
long lines, computer glitches and ballot shortages which has led to some to ask, why 
not just hold a primary.  If a primary would have been held the state would have paid for 
it and voters could have shown up throughout the day but Republican officials say the 
caucus takes more effort which is exactly what they wanted.  This story explains why 
the state GOP is okay with how the caucus went down and let’s viewers know that 
despite the long lines, it was not a record turnout. 
 

HEALTH/HEALTHCARE 
Skiing Veteran Rehab (aired 01/04/2016 @7pm, 1:45 minutes) – Hundreds of 
wounded veterans from across the country are in Utah for rehabilitation, but it’s unlike 
any rehab you have probably ever seen and it is taking place on the ski slopes of Park 
City. With the help of ski instructors and coaches, hundreds of vets hit the slopes. And 
while it can help them recover physically, the vets say it also helps with emotional 
healing.  
 
Breastfeeding Controversy (aired 01/06/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – A Utah mother 
says she was shamed for the breastfeeding in the office of the doctor who delivered her 
baby.  Bridget Brown says she was waiting for her appointment at her OB-GYN’s office 
when she started breastfeeding her baby.  Brown says a receptionist told her they 
would move her into a room because there were men in the waiting room.  Brown says 
she was shocked and upset by the request.  This story explains that there are laws 
protecting breastfeeding mothers and lets our viewers know how the OB-GYN’s office is 
handling the situation. 
 
New Immunization Numbers (aired 01/11/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – More and 
more Utah kids are going without immunizations, according to local health officials.  The 
latest numbers from the state health department show Utah is getting really close to 5% 
of kids being exempt or going without immunizations.  This story explains why this is a 
great concern to local health officials and gives our viewers an idea of what could 
happen if the numbers continue to rise. 
 
E-Cigarette Regulations (aired 1/12/2016 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) - Legislators talked 
about stricter regulations on electronic cigarettes, but outside the meeting, people 
gathered in opposition to tougher restrictions. Both sides do agree that e-cigs should be 
regulated, but they disagree on how. Some argue the new proposal restrictions would 
negatively impact businesses by imposing a different set of labeling standards, specific 
to Utah. This story brings viewers the latest on the ongoing discussion of what to do 
about regulating e-cigarettes. 
 
Breastfeeding Bill (aired 01/13/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Lawmakers are 
considering several proposals meant to make life better for Utah moms and their 
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children.  One of the bills aims to protect breastfeeding mothers from discrimination and 
contains a plan for paid leave for new parents.  The bills are being backed by a new 
group called Utah Women’s Coalition. The group says if moms are well then their kids 
are well which is important in a state that says family is very important.  This story 
explains what is included in each of the bills and what it would mean if they are passed 
during this year’s legislative session. 
 
Zika Virus (aired on 02/01/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) -This story took a local 
angle on an international story about Zika Virus. The World Health Organization 
declared Zika Virus as a “global health emergency” and health experts issued a travel 
warning after one million people had been infected. At the time this story aired, Utah 
was too cold and dry for Zika infected mosquitoes. The Centers for Disease Control 
listed around 2 dozen countries on the Zika travel advisory list including Mexico and 
Puerto Rico. Doctors urged people, especially pregnant women, to avoid travelling to 
those areas where Zika is present because the virus is suspected to cause birth 
defects. Some countries are even telling women not to get pregnant. This story was 
significant because the Zika virus is a worldwide problem and people were concerned 
about catching the virus.  
 
Porn Public Health Crisis (aired 2/2/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) - Utah legislators might 
declare pornography a Utah health crisis. Sponsor Senator Todd Weiler says 
pornography is as addictive as drugs and is breaking up families in Utah. Weiler's 
resolution won't actually change the law, it will be a statement by the legislature of a 
health crisis due to pornography.  
 
Therapy Kangaroo (aired 02/08/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Therapy animals are 
known for being able to help people get through difficult times and the Salt Lake City 
veteran’s home is using a unique animal to provide some much needed comfort to 
residents.  Charlie is a kangaroo that visits special education classes and patients in 
hospice care at the Veteran’s Hospital.  This story shows our viewers the special bond 
between Charlie and the residents and explains how Charlie and his owner are being 
honored for their work at the veteran’s home. 
 
Zika Outbreak (aired 02/10/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – New information released 
about the Zika virus. Experts say the virus is expected to spread to a “significant” 
number of cases in the United States. The viewer is informed about the virus and how it 
could make its way to where they live. 
 
No Drilling Dentist (aired 02/10/2016 @7pm, 2 minutes) – Researchers found a new 
way to fix cavities without drilling. It uses a silver diamine fluoride method. The viewer 
learns the latest developments in the dentist category. 
 
Women and Heart Disease (aired 02/15/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – Women with high 
blood pressure and physically demanding jobs are three times more likely to develop 
heart disease. 2News viewers learn the effect their jobs could be having on their hearts 
and what they can do to protect themselves from this disease. 
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Balloon and Weight Loss (aired 02/15/2016 @7pm, 3 minutes) – A new procedure 
approved by the food and drug administration uses a balloon to help people who are 
struggling to lose weight. Viewers see the story of two people using the procedure, and 
how it helped them lose weight and get healthy. 
 
Fish and Pregnancy (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – A new study says eating 
fish more than three times a week during pregnancy could be associated with an 
increased risk in childhood obesity. 2News viewers who may be expecting learn how 
their diet could affect their unborn child. 
 
Veteran Follow Up (aired 02/24/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Two veteran amputees 
had surgery that could revolutionize prosthetic limbs. This story was an update to a 
story viewers watches a few months ago. Now they were able to see the veterans post 
surgery and see their progress. 
 
Baby Heart Surgery (aired 02/24/2016 @7pm, 30 seconds) – A baby in California had 
heart surgery before he was even born. Doctors inserted a long, thin needle into the 
womb then into the baby’s heart. Viewers learn about this one-of-a-kind surgery that 
was performed. 
 
Zika in Utah (aired 03/11/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The first reported case of the 
Zika virus was reported in Utah. A Utah County child who traveled to an effected 
country with their family was infected. Health experts say he is going to make a full 
recovery with no treatment needed. The viewer learns about the first Zika case in Utah 
and how it made its way to Utah.  
 
Center for Disease Control Issues Guidelines - (aired 3/16/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 
30 seconds) – The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a guideline 
for prescribing opioids for chronic pain patients. The CDC made recommendations for 
when primary care physicians should prescribe opioids, how much to prescribe and for 
how long, and patient risk factors. The Utah Health Department said one Utahan dies 
from a prescription drug overdose almost every day. She said it was the leading cause 
of injury death in Utah, and her agency believes issuing these recommendations is a 
step in the right direction. The CDC guidelines are recommendations, not law. 

 
YOUTH AND FAMILY 
Girl Scout Cookies (aired on 01/16/2016 @7pm, 2:45 minutes) - Girl Scout cookie 
season started with a new process this year.  People can now order cookies online. The 
Girl Scouts talked about the Girl Scout program and how girls can benefit from Girl 
Scouts. This was significant because people love Girl Scout cookies and now that 
people can order them online, it makes it easier for people to get them. They also 
informed viewers about new flavors of cookies released this year. 
 
Adoption Fraud Charges (aired 02/05/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – The owner of an 
adoption agency, which was recently shut down, is under arrest tonight.  James C. 
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Webb was charged with taking money from families who thought they were going to 
adopt babies even though the state had yanked his license to do adoptions. 
Prosecutors say Webb took over $100,000 from four families and those families never 
got the babies they were promised.  This story explains the charges Webb is now facing 
and lets our viewers know about the trouble his company has had in the past. 
 
Super Bowl Kid Follow Up - (aired 02/11/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – An Orem teen 
is home from a dream trip to the Super Bowl.  Talon Peterson got the VIP treatment 
when he went to the big game thanks to his impersonation of Denver Bronco 
quarterback, Payton Manning.  A video of Talon doing his best “Peyton” won him a trip 
to Super Bowl 50.  This story is a follow-up to a story shared with our viewers a few 
weeks ago.  It gives them an inside look into Talon’s trip and shows them what Super 
Bowl 50 was like through the eyes of a local teen. 
  
Marvel Universe (aired on 02/12/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) - Marvel Universe was in 
town and a representative from Marvel Universe spoke in studio about the show and 
how families can get tickets. She showed video of the different Marvel characters 
performing stunts and tricks on stage and she also talked about the plot of the show. 
This segment was significant because this event was happening that weekend and it 
was an activity that parents can do with their children. It was also significant because 
Marvel is very popular right now and the show had the potential to draw big crowds and 
money to Salt Lake City. 
 
Flowers for Every Girl (aired 02/16/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – It was a Valentine’s 
Day 800 girls in Northern Utah won’t soon forget thanks to a very generous classmate.  
Hayden Godfrey bought a flower for every girl in his high school.  The act of kindness 
has since gone viral, getting attention from people around the world.  This story explains 
why Hayden wanted to make sure every girl had a flower on Valentine’s Day and lets 
our viewers know how the girls responded to his heartfelt gift, including Hayden’s 
girlfriend. 
 
School Salad Bar (aired 02/17/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Students at a Salt Lake 
City elementary school now have the option of a salad bar for lunch. Viewers learn that 
their kids maybe having a healthier option for lunch and can encourage them to take 
advantage of it. 
 
Twins Give Birth to Two Sets of Twins (aired 02/22/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – 
Two Utah County moms, who are twins, both gave birth to two sets of twins. Viewers 
were able to see this rare occurrence on their local channel that was also making 
national headlines. 
 
Leap Year Family (aired on 02/29/2016 @7pm on KMYU, 1:20 minutes) -This story 
aired on leap day about a local family with 3 children who were born on leap day. Mom 
Louise Estes had five children and 3 of them were born on leap day and were 
celebrating their actual birth day for the first time 4 years. They talked about how and 
why they planned to have their children on leap day and how they celebrate their 
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children’s birthday. This is a unique situation where a family has more than one child 
born on leap day. 
 
Elsa & Anna Kicked Out (aired 03/07/2016 @7pm, 2:10 minutes) – Two Utah women 
were “frozen” out of a performance they spent hundreds of dollars to see.  The pair 
showed up to Disney on Ice in Salt Lake dressed as the main characters from the movie 
“Frozen” and ended up being kicked out at intermission.  Security at Vivint Smart Home 
Arena told them they needed to leave because they were causing a distraction.  This 
story explains what the women were accused of doing to cause a distraction, gives the 
women a chance to defend their actions and explains what they would like to see the 
arena do in the future to prevent something like this from happening again. 
 
Plastic Easter Egg Creations (aired 03/21/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – This segment 
featured Ten Creative Ways to Use Plastic Easter Eggs. Not only are the creations 
frugal (a bag of plastic eggs usually costs around $1.00), but reusing and repurposing 
them is good for the environment. Our guests showed the viewers how to create unique 
things out of plastic Easter Eggs, and told them where to go for instructions and a full 
list of Easter Egg Hunts in the area. 
 

FRANCHISES: 
PAY IT forWARD: 
** This franchise highlights people and organizations working in the community on a 
grassroots level to make life better for others. 
 
School Attendance Parties (aired 1/7/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Kim Heppler has 
been described as tough on kids. But that's because she loves them and wants to make 
sure they get a good education. Kim, a lifelong educator, volunteers her time and own 
money after creating an attendance program at Granite Park Junior High. She holds a 
party several times a year for all students with perfect attendance. Because of her, 
tardies and absentees went from 30,000 per year to only a thousand. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Robotics for Disabled (aired 1/14/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – A team of students at 
Hillcrest High School is working to create new technology that will open a whole world of 
freedom for people with disabilities. The Husky Robotics Team teamed up with The 
Opportunity Foundation of America. The goal is to create new, realistically affordable, 
technology. Infrared technology will be used to allow students with physical challenges 
to interact with computers through their eyes. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 
RAH! Cheerleading (aired 1/21/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The RAH! Inspire 
Cheerleading team in Centerville prepares special needs athletes for competition. RAH! 
Inspire was created two years ago by gym owners Jan Higley, Nicole Knowles and 
Ryun Nacario. They wanted to provide a safe place for children to be part of a team. 
Everything here is provided by donations, be it the coaching, uniforms or clothing. Our 
story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
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Bear-O Care (aired 1/28/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – A former pilates studio has 
become a location of safety and love for families of children and adults with special 
needs. The Bear-O Care center in Riverton is run by Mike and Ruth Braga. The center 
provides a controlled environment with trained professionals and allows parents with 
special needs children a break to get away for a while. All services are free. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Artist Geri Cordova (aired 2/4/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Geri Cordova is an 
upcycle artist in Salt Lake City who discovered a new calling for her art and her heart. 
Geri travels to both hospitals and homes to spend time with sick children. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Un-Limb-ited Ski Camp (aired 2/11/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Two dozen 
teenagers with amputations are learning the meaning of The Greatest Snow on Earth. 
The annual Un-Limb-ited ski and snowboard camp was held in Park City. It was all 
possible entirely due to donations and volunteers from Shriners Hospital for Children, 
the National Ability Center and volunteers like Tye McDonough. Our story highlighted 
the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
GiGi’s Playhouse (aired 2/18/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Brittanie Flint and other 
moms got tired of being told what their children could or could not do. That's why she 
started the Layton, Utah chapter of Gigi's Playhouse. It is a downs syndrome 
achievement center that provides love and support to local families. Nearly 200 families 
living with downs syndrome utilize Gigi's each month completely for free. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Fallen Officer Shadow Boxes (aired 2/25/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Drew Fegan's 
basement is a workshop where memories are preserved and tributes paid. Drew builds 
special shadow boxes that are presented to families of peace officer that die in the line 
of duty. Each shadow box contain personal items from the fallen officer, some including 
the actual badge worn by the officer. Our story highlighted the cause and showed 
viewers how they could help. 
 
Noble Horse Sanctuary (aired 3/3/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Amidst the industrial 
area near Salt Lake City International Airport sits Noble Horse Sanctuary. Catherine 
Kirby gives at risk or endangered horses a place to peacefully live out their lives. Noble 
Horse horses have often lived tough lives - often abandoned by their owners, and in 
need of somewhere to stay. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how 
they could help. 
 
KoKoMo Club (aired 3/10/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Cindy and Ed Simone saw the 
homeless problem grow outside their bar in Ogden for decades. So they decided to do 
something about it. They turned the iconic KoKoMo Club on Historic 25th Street into a 
hub to help those in need. They help with food, blankets and clothes. And each 
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Christmas Eve they hold a huge block party to feed hundreds of people in need. Our 
story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Little Lambs (aired 3/17/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The Little Lambs foundation 
helps children who are transitioning into foster homes, shelters or who are hospitalized 
by providing them a comfort bag. The organization depends on donations and services 
hundreds of children across Utah. Instead of having nearly nothing, kids can have 
things to call their own. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they 
could help. 
 
Vickie & Bert (aired 3/24/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – On any given day at Salt Lake 
International Airport you could see the four-legged SLC Pilot Pups. This is a squad of 
lovable dogs that provides kisses and love to stressed out passengers. Leading the 
charge is seven-year-old Bert and his human Vickie King. Vickie has been involved in 
dog care, search and rescue, and animal therapy for decades. She runs the Canine 
Country Club in Ogden, and is a regular at the airport since the SLC Pilot Pup program 
came to be. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Bad Dog Art (aired 3/31/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Victoria Lyons and Michael 
Morgan decided 18 years ago that no child should grow up without art. They created 
this non-profit art education program that turns nobody away. Even if students can’t 
afford to pay, they are still included in all classes. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE: 
Check Your Health 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons Radio Group. We run commercials and stories to 
encourage viewers to make good choices, be active and eat healthy. This campaign 
has a broad range that we are reaching - male, female, old and young.  
 

Baby Your Baby 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons radio group. This campaign focuses on women 18-35, 
sharing the message of seeing your doctor 13 times during your pregnancy and by the 
13th week you are pregnant. We cover stories on the topic, have in studio interviews and 
maintain multiple social media platforms. 
 

Health Expo 
For the fifth year, KUTV/KMYU created a Health Expo, free to the public, featuring more 
than a hundred vendors offering health and wellness services of every kind.  Thousands 
of Utahans were able to benefit from screenings including blood pressure, cancer, 
chiropractic, dental and hearing.  Aggressive television (on both KUTV and KMYU) and 
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digital schedules, as well as interviews with key sponsors, helped to promote this event.  
We had our highest social media traffic this year than in previous years.  Attendees 
included young families to senior citizens.  There was a dance and fitness stage as well 
as cooking stage to both entertain and educate the public on ways to improve their 
overall health.   

 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS – NATIONAL – VIA CBS 

THE second HALF OF “FACE THE NATION” 
AIRS ON KMYU SUNDAYS 10:00-10:30AM 

 

JANUARY 2016 
FACE THE NATION 
01/03/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Reihan Salam, National 
Review (2); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (2); Ruth Marcus, The Washington 
Post (2); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (2); Thomas Donilon, former National Security Advisor, 
Obama administration (3); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, 
former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3) 
1) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control; 
recruitment video released by al-Shabaab, an ISIS (ISIL/Daesh)-affiliated terror group, 
which includes a clip of Donald Trump / opinion that radical Islam is on a collision 
course with the West; what to expect from a Trump presidency / political correctness / 
use of nuclear weaponry as a last resort / spying on allies; contrasts and comparisons 
between Mr. Trump’s immigration plan and that of fellow Republic candidate Senator 
Ted Cruz; Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton / belief that Mrs. Clinton 
plays the “woman card” and is not liked as much by women as he is; plan to spend $2 
million per week on political advertisements / New Year’s resolution to make the country 
great again 
2) Topics include: Donald Trump / impact of Mr. Trump’s candidacy on the Republican 
Party / Mr. Trump’s decision to challenge Senator Cruz on immigration; presidential 
campaign of Senator Cruz; Mr. Trump’s decision to attack former President Bill Clinton 
and his record with women; recruitment video released by al-Shabaab, an ISIS 
(ISIL/Daesh)-affiliated terror group, which includes a clip of Mr. Trump; upcoming 
primaries / how Republican candidates react to Mr. Trump’s campaign; campaign of 
Senator Bernie Sanders and its impact on Mrs. Clinton 
3) Topics include: political fallout after Saudi Arabia executed a cleric critical of the 
Sunni kingdom’s treatment of Shiites; news that Ramadi has been partially retaken by 
Iraqi forces; need for diplomatic and military focus to be in Syria; unique and 
unprecedented challenge posed by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); prediction of the re-emergence 
of Afghanistan as an issue, due to gains made by the Taliban; reports that the United 
States is spying on Israeli officials 
 
01/10/16 
Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic Presidential Candidate, former Secretary of State 
(1); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); 
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Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of Representatives (3) (6); 
Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Peggy Noonan, The 
Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS 
News Political Analyst (5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Susan Page, USA 
Today (5) 
1) Topics include: recent poll results indicating that her lead is slipping over fellow 
candidate Senator Bernie Sanders in Iowa; most recent batch of Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails 
released by the State Department when she was Secretary of State; differences 
between her and Senator Sanders’ positions on gun control, specifically the question of 
legal protection for gun manufacturers / response to Senator Sanders’ response that he 
represents a state with high gun ownership / how that differs from Senator Clinton’s 
work with Wall Street; Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump 
2) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control / 
Governor Christie’s position on gun control / support for the Second Amendment / 
National Rifle Association; questions concerning whether or not Senator Ted Cruz is 
eligible to be president; call for the Republican party to unite in order to defeat Hillary 
Clinton; heightened competition between Governor Christie and fellow candidate 
Senator Marco Rubio 
3) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control; 
reasons behind yesterday’s poverty summit in Columbia, SC; major policy differences 
among the Republican presidential candidates / relationship between the Republican 
Party and those who live in poverty 
4) Topics include: upcoming Iowa caucus; “disconnect between many of the 
Republicans in Washington and the grass roots”; questions concerning whether or not 
Senator Ted Cruz is eligible to be president; Senator Paul’s sponsored legislation on 
auditing the Federal Reserve 
5) Topics include: upcoming Iowa caucus / changing relationship between Mr. Trump 
and Senator Cruz / negative opinion establishment Republicans have of Mr. Trump; 
Speaker Ryan’s poverty summit in South Carolina; recent poll results indicating that her 
lead is slipping over fellow candidate Senator Bernie Sanders in Iowa / Mrs. Clinton’s 
refusal to not “take on Trump” / benefits of the “Bernie challenge” for Mrs. Clinton and 
the Democratic Party 
6) Topics include: ways to combat the war on poverty / Speaker Ryan’s past mistake of 
referring to those on government assistance as takers 
 
01/17/16 
Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic Presidential Candidate, former Secretary of State 
(1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Senator 
Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (3); Governor John Kasich (R-
OH), Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Robin Wright, Wilson Center, contributor, 
The New Yorker (5); Margaret Brennan, CBS News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (5); 
Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (6); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS, 
author, “The Covenant with Black America - Ten Years Later” (6); Michael Gerson, The 
Washington Post (6); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (6) 
1) Topics include: reaction from Republican presidential candidates to the prisoner 
exchange with Iran / question concerning the fate of former FBI agent Robert Levinson, 
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still in Iran; gun control; high levels of lead in the Flint, Michigan water supply; claim that 
Democratic presidential candidate and Senator Bernie Sanders’ health care plan will 
dismantle the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”)   
2) Topics include: Hillary Clinton’s relationship with Wall Street / opinion that Mrs. 
Clinton does not have a plan for paid family and medical leave; Senator Sanders’ tax 
plan; reaction to the Clinton campaign’s claim that his health care plan will dismantle the 
Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”); reasons why Senator Sanders believes that he is 
the more electable candidate; his view that Donald trump is a pathological liar 
3) Topics include: reaction to the prisoner exchange with Iran / criticism of Iran for how 
they treated the ten American sailors whose boat wandered into Iranian waters; threat 
posed by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / role of terrorism on the immigration debate / belief that 
ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) has an understanding of foreign immigration practices; opinion that 
he is the only candidate who can unite the Republican Party; Senator Rubio’s purchase 
of a firearm on Christmas Eve 
4) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s reaction to the prisoner exchange with Iran and 
the way Iran treated the ten American sailors whose boat wandered into their waters; 
New Hampshire poll results indicating that he is moving up in the race / article in The 
National Review suggesting him as a possible vice-presidential pick for Donald Trump / 
plans for the Kasich campaign after the New Hampshire primary; praise for South 
Carolina Governor Nikki Haley’s Republican response to the State of the Union 
5) Topics include: the prisoner exchange with Iran / America’s relationship with Iran / 
new sanctions imposed on Iran for missile tests / regional reaction in the Middle East to 
the nuclear deal with Iran 
6) Topics include: tonight’s Democratic debate in Charleston, SC / Senator Sanders’ 
rise in the polls / mistakes made by the Clinton campaign which have allowed the 
Sanders campaign to gain ground / Senator Sanders’ electability / differences between 
Senator Sanders and Mrs. Clinton on gun control, Wall Street; racial and economic 
factors in the response to the high levels of lead in the Flint, Michigan water supply; 
state of the Republican race for president / worsening relationship between Donald 
trump and Senator Ted Cruz / South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley’s Republican 
response to the State of the Union 
 
01/24/16 
Guests: Kris Van Cleave, CBS News Correspondent (1); Marlie Hall, CBS News 
Correspondent (2); Jericka Duncan, CBS News Correspondent (3); Donald Trump, 
Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic 
Presidential Candidate (5); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (6); Nancy 
Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (7); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington 
Post (7); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (7); Matt Lewis, The Daily Caller (7) 
1) a report from Washington, DC on the current conditions there, after yesterday’s 
record setting blizzard 
2) a report from New York City on the current conditions there, after yesterday’s record 
setting blizzard 
3) a report from the Jersey Shore on the current conditions in that region, after 
yesterday’s record setting blizzard 
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4) Topics include: Battleground Tracker results indicating that Mr. Trump is in the lead in 
Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina / reaction to the National Review devoting 
an entire issue trying to convince people not to support him / Mr. Trump’s definition of 
conservative / fellow Republican presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz of Texas / 
possibility of former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg entering the presidential 
race; criticism of current New York City mayor Bill de Blasio 
5) Topics include: Battleground Tracker poll results for Iowa, New Hampshire, and 
South Carolina / Senator Sanders’ new political ad / reaction to Bill Clinton’s 
characterization of his campaign / criticism of the Sanders campaign for being too 
idealistic / important role of the federal government in gun control / his proposed 
Medicare- for-all health care program 
6) Topics include: analysis of the Battleground Tracker poll results for Republicans and 
Democrats / characteristics of a Trump supporter / Republican poll results for Florida, 
Texas, and Georgia; reasons behind the improved poll numbers for Senator Sanders 
over Hillary Clinton / questions concerning Senator Sanders’ electability 
7) Topics include: conflict between Mr. Trump and Senator Cruz / anti-endorsements 
from Republican senators against Senator Cruz and the National Review against Mr. 
Trump / the “Washington establishment animus towards Cruz” / status of the other 
Republican presidential candidates; reasons behind Mrs. Clinton’s faltering in the polls / 
Clinton family history with Latino voters / Senator Sanders’ new political ad / appeal of 
Senator Sanders with young voters; possibility of former New York City Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg entering the presidential race 
 
01/31/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio 
(R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); J. Ann Selzer, President, Selzer & 
Company, Inc. (3); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4); Major 
Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (4); Kimberley (Kim) Strassel, 
The Wall Street Journal (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist 
(5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5) 
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s decision not to participate in the most recent FOX News 
Republican debate / recent poll by The Washington Post indicating the high level of 
anxiety voters have about him / tomorrow’s Iowa caucus / criticism of fellow Republican 
candidate Senator Ted Cruz / Mr. Trump’s appeal to voters / potential pitch to 
supporters of Democratic candidate Senator Bernie Sanders / Mr. Trump’s “hidden 
humility”; support for the Denver Broncos in Super Bowl 50 
2) Topics include: tomorrow’s Iowa caucus / reaction to being called the “Republican 
Obama” by Senator Cruz / fellow candidate Jeb Bush’s attack ads against Senator 
Rubio / need to unify the Republican Party; immigration reform / criticism of Senator 
Cruz for how he portrays himself on immigration and his other political calculations 
3) analysis with Ms. Selzer of the results of the Bloomberg Politics / Des Moines 
Register Iowa poll 
4) analysis of the Democratic and Republican candidates and their campaigns, ahead of 
tomorrow’s Iowa caucuses  
5) Topics include: Republican candidates and their campaigns, ahead of the Iowa 
caucus and the New Hampshire primary / Donald Trump’s appeal / immigration debate 
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between Senators Cruz and Rubio; Democratic candidates and their campaigns, ahead 
of the Iowa caucus and the New Hampshire primary / appeal of Senator Sanders / 
Hillary Clinton and the 2008 primary season / ability of Mr. Trump and Senator Sanders 
to “tap into that rage” of the American voter 

 
FEBRUARY 2016 

FACE THE NATION 
02/07/16 
Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic presidential candidate, former Secretary of State 
(1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (2); DeMaurice 
Smith, NFL Players Association (3); James Brown, CBS News Special Correspondent, 
The NFL Today (4) 
1) Topics include: reaction to Republican presidential candidate Senator Marco Rubio’s 
comments about Mrs. Clinton and her position on abortion rights / campaign donations 
she receives from the financial service sector / response to criticism from the Sanders’ 
campaign over the money she receives from Wall Street and for being an 
“establishment candidate” 
2) Topics include: reaction to Mrs. Clinton’s criticism of him for his lack of foreign policy 
experience / Middle East foreign policy / Mrs. Clinton’s acceptance of campaign 
donations from the financial service sector / pledge to overturn the “disastrous Citizens 
United Supreme Court decision” / his fundraising for the Democratic Senatorial 
Campaign Committee / thoughts on whether or not Mrs. Clinton should release the 
transcripts of her speeches to Wall Street firms 
3) Topics include: increase in concussion incidents among players / need for the union 
to continue to pressure the National Football league (NFL) to take brain injuries 
seriously / partnership with Harvard University to study chronic traumatic 
encephalopathy (CTE) / necessity of the teams to commit to treating player injuries 
4) Topics include: Mr. Brown’s recent interview with Cam Newton, quarterback for the 
Carolina Panthers / Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning / his hope for a 
“competitive game” 
 
02/14/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio 
(R-FL), Republican presidential candidate (2); Jan Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal 
Correspondent (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate 
(4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, CBS News 
Contributor, The Wall Street Journal (6); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (6); Kim 
Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate 
Magazine (6) 
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s debate performance / criticism of the presidency of 
George W. Bush for the Iraq War / his political ad against fellow Republican candidate 
Senator Ted Cruz / Mr. Trump’s promise not to use profanity anymore / thoughts on the 
campaign / Mr. Trump’s tax returns / money raised during his benefit for veterans 
2) Topics include: last night’s Republican debate / reasons why Senator Rubio called 
Senator Cruz a liar / former candidate Governor Chris Christie / agreement with fellow 
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Republican candidate Governor John Kasich that all of the bickering helps Democratic 
candidate Hillary Clinton; thoughts on the replacement of Supreme Court Justice 
Antonin Scalia / support for Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell’s decision to not 
move forward with any of President Obama’s nominees / state of his campaign 
3) a report on the death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia  
4) Topics include: poll results indicating that fellow Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton 
has a significant lead in South Carolina / what the Sanders campaign is doing to attract 
African-American voters / state of the Sanders campaign; Republicans decision to not 
move on any Supreme Court Justice nominee from President Obama; role of 
superdelegates in the Democratic presidential nominating process 
5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results in South Carolina for 
the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 
6) Topics include: analysis of last night’s Republican debate; impact of Justice Scalia’s 
death on the presidential race and potential impact on upcoming Senate races; 
Democratic race for president / state of the Clinton campaign 
 
02/21/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio 
(R-FL), Republican presidential candidate (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Republican 
presidential candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential 
candidate (4); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (5); 
Bob Schieffer, CBS News Political Contributor (6); Susan Page, USA Today (7); Ron 
Brownstein, The Atlantic (7); Reihan Salam, National Review, National Review Institute 
(7); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine 
1) Topics include: yesterday’s primary victory in South Carolina / Mr. Trump’s 
knowledge of foreign policy / his position on the Iraq War as having always been 
opposed to it / Mr. Trump’s questions concerning Senator Ted Cruz’s Christianity / his 
reaction to comments made by Pope Francis concerning Mr. Trump’s views on 
immigration  
2) Topics include: current state of the Republican race / call for Mr. Trump to be more 
specific / Senator Rubio’s optimism regarding his campaign, even though he has yet to 
win a primary or caucus 
3) Topics include: Senator Cruz’s performance in the South Carolina primary / belief 
that he is the only one who can unite the Republican Party and defeat Mr. Trump / 
response to voters who praise Mr. Trump’s experience in the private sector 
4) Topics include: upcoming South Carolina Democratic primary / state of the Sanders 
campaign / response to voters who feel that Senator Sanders does not have the right 
kind of experience to be president / what the Sanders campaign is doing to attract 
African-American voters 
5) Topics include: pitch to voters as to why they should support Governor Kasich / his 
opposition to Mr. Trump’s plan to stop Muslim immigration 
6) analysis from Mr. Schieffer on the state of the Republican and Democratic races for 
president and the appeal of Donald Trump  
7) Topics include: possibility of Mr. Trump securing the Republican nomination / 
campaigns of the other Republican candidates / analysis of how Republicans are voting 
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and why/ Super Tuesday / lack of endorsements for Mr. Trump from the Republican 
establishment; the campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Senator Sanders 
 
02/28/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Ted Cruz (R-
TX), Republican presidential candidate (2); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican 
presidential candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential 
candidate (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, 
CBS News Contributor, The Wall Street Journal (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political 
Analyst, Slate Magazine (6); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (6); Ben Domenech, 
The Federalist (6); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political 
Commentator (6) 
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s tweet from this morning, warning the Republican 
establishment / Mr. Trump’s refusal to release his tax returns because he is being 
audited / belief that he is being targeted by the IRS because he is a strong Christian and 
loves the Tea Party / hiring of foreign workers in Florida / need to be very firm with 
terrorists 
2) Topics include: Super Tuesday / fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / former 
Republican candidate and Governor Chris Christie’s endorsement of Mr. Trump / 
Senator Cruz’s relationship with Mr. Trump / criticism of Mr. Trump for hiring illegal 
workers in Florida / his immigration policy with respect to undocumented workers 
3) Topics include: reaction to this morning’s headline in The Washington Post about 
Senator Rubio / reasons why his campaign “has gotten a lot scrappier” concerning Mr. 
Trump / criticism of the media’s coverage of Mr. Trump / opinion that Mr. Trump will 
never be the Republican nominee for president / possibility of a contested convention / 
concern for the future of the Republican Party 
4) Topics include: response to analysts who claim that there is no plausible way for 
Senator Sanders to secure the nomination / what the Sanders campaign is doing to 
attract African-American voters / optimism about the future of his campaign 
5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results for Super Tuesday 
states for both the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 
6) Topics include: possibility of Mr. Trump securing the Republican nomination / the 
Rubio campaign’s decision to take on Mr. Trump / thoughts on how the Republican 
Party and fellow candidates should react to Mr. Trump / risk of alienating voters when 
criticizing Mr. Trump / how Democrats feel about running against Mr. Trump in the 
presidential election / thoughts on a matchup between Hillary Clinton and Mr. Trump 

 
MARCH 2016 

FACE THE NATION 
03/06/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Hillary Clinton, 
Democratic presidential candidate, former Secretary of State (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-
TX), Republican presidential candidate (3); Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican 
National Committee (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Molly Ball, 
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The Atlantic (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Ezra Klein, Vox.com  (6); 
Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6) 
1) Topics include: impact of Mr. Trump’s campaign on the Republican Party / talk of a 
contested Republican convention / Mr. Trump’s assertion that he is a “unifier”, even 
though examples of his rhetoric suggest otherwise / his position on torture / Mr. Trump’s 
endorsement by white supremacist David Duke and the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) / potential 
campaign against Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 
2) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s contentment with the status of her campaign / 
Democratic voter turnout during the primary process / commitment to getting the voters 
back who may be switching from Democrats to Republicans; recent developments into 
the investigation into her e-mail server; two-part series in The New York Times, 
crediting Mrs. Clinton with swaying President Obama into taking action in Libya 
3) Topics include: Senator Cruz’ thoughts on a possible brokered Republican 
convention / upcoming Republican contests in Michigan, Ohio, and Florida / talk of a 
political alliance to stop Mr. Trump from becoming the Republican nominee / opinion 
that the media wants Mr. Trump to be the nominee / claim that certain media outlets are 
withholding damaging reports on Mr. Trump / crass behavior and words at the last 
Republican debate / Senator Cruz’ belief that Mr. Trump is not a true conservative  / 
promise to support the Republican nominee, no matter what 
4) Topics include: health of the Republican Party / optimism that the Republican Party 
will come together to defeat Mrs. Clinton / Mr. Priebus’ thoughts on a possible brokered 
Republican convention / promise to support the Republican nominee / Mr. Trump’s 
success / work done by the Republican Party to appeal to Hispanic and African-
American voters 
5) a report on Republican poll results in Michigan and voter reaction to the efforts of the 
Republican establishment to come up with a nominee other than Mr. Trump 
6) Topics include: call from the Republican establishment to stop Mr. Trump from 
becoming the Republican nominee / Senator Cruz as a possible alternative to Mr. 
Trump / failure of Senator Marco Rubio’s campaign / problems within the Republican 
Party / call from Mitt Romney and Senator John McCain -- both former Republican 
nominees -- to stop the ascendency of Mr. Trump / pushback from Republican voters to 
establishment candidates; campaigns of Mrs. Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders / 
reaction to stories that Democratic voters are crossing over and registering as 
Republicans in Massachusetts and Ohio. 
 
03/13/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Sopan Deb, reporter, 
CBS News (2); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (3); 
Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (4); Anthony 
Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, 
CBS News Contributor (6); Michael Duffy, TIME magazine (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The 
Atlantic (6) (7); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (6 
Guest Interviewer:  Charlie Brooks, producer, CBS News (2) 
1) Topics include: anger and violence at present at Mr. Trump’s rallies / role he plays, if 
any, in inciting his supporters against protesters; a discussion of “playing the game” – 
how business leaders use the laws of the land to their advantage; Mr. Trump’s criticism 
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of former Republican candidate Dr. Ben Carson, who recently endorsed Mr. Trump / 
criticism of fellow Republican candidate Governor John Kasich of Ohio 
2) an interview with Mr. Deb, the CBS News journalist who was handcuffed and charged 
with resisting arrest after the cancellation of Friday’s rally at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago by Republican frontrunner Donald Trump. 
3) Topics include: criticism of Mr. Trump for preying on people’s fears / difference 
between voters who are angry and the politicians who poke at that anger; Governor 
Kasich’s support for free and fair trade; his focus on his home state of Ohio / belief that 
Mr. Trump will not be the Republican nominee 
4) Topics include: criticism of Mr. Trump for being “an incredibly divisive figure” / 
reaction to Mr. Trump’s accusation that the Sanders campaign is organizing efforts to 
disrupt Mr. Trump’s rallies / response to Mrs. Clinton’s criticism that he came late to the 
health care reform movement / optimism regarding his campaign 
5) a report on this Tuesday’s Republican presidential primaries in Florida and Ohio, the 
threats posed to Mr. Trump by his fellow candidates, and the efforts of the Republican 
establishment to thwart Mr. Trump  
6) Topics include: anger and violence at present at Mr. Trump’s rallies / Mr. Trump’s 
tweet threatening to send his supporters over to Senator Sanders’ rallies / the civility 
displayed at the most recent Republican debate / the efforts of the Republican 
establishment to thwart Mr. Trump; Mrs. Clinton’s loss to Senator Sanders in the 
Michigan primary 
7) an interview with Mr. Goldberg on his interview with President Obama -- this month’s 
cover story in The Atlantic. 
 
03/20/16 
Guests: Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator 
Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (2); Senator Lindsey Graham 
(R-SC) (3); Frank Luntz, Republican Strategist, CBS Contributor (4); Susan Page, USA 
Today (5); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (5); Reihan Salam, National Review, 
National Review Institute (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Jan Crawford, 
CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (6); Miguel Estrada, former Bush Judicial 
Nominee (6) 
1) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s prediction that none of the Republican candidates 
will have enough delegated, resulting in a contested convention this July / opinion that 
he is the only one who can beat Hillary Clinton in the presidential election / reaction to 
the suggestion that he should drop out of the race / strengths as a candidate; Judge 
Merrick Garland -- President Obama’s nominee to the Supreme Court 
2) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ path to the Democratic nomination / fellow 
Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton / strategy to appeal to the super delegates at the 
upcoming convention to switch their support from Mrs. Clinton to him 
3) Topics include: reasons behind Senator Graham’s decision to support Republican 
presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz / criticism of Donald Trump for playing on the 
fears of the American people / belief that Donald Trump will destroy an already divided 
Republican Party / plea to Governor Kasich to drop out of the race 
4) a discussion with Mr. Luntz on the results of his latest focus group, talking to Florida 
voters who refuse to support both of the two parties’ frontrunners – Democrat 
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presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and Republican presidential candidate Donald 
Trump 
5) Topics include: state of the Republican race for president / movement to stop Donald 
Trump from securing the Republican nomination / Senator Graham’s change of heart in 
supporting Senator Cruz / Mr. Trump’s use of incendiary language; role of protests in 
the political process / state of the Democratic race for president / potential impact of the 
divisiveness within the Republican party on the Democratic party 
6) Topics include: Judge Merrick Garland -- President Obama’s nominee to the 
Supreme Court / Mr. Estrada’s opinion that Mr. Garland is qualified and should be 
confirmed / Senate Republicans commitment not to confirm any of President Obama’s 
nominees / Ms. Crawford’s praise for Republicans for being honest about their refusal to 
confirm. 
 
03/27/16 
Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); U.S. Secretary of State John 
Kerry (2); John Miller, Deputy Commissioner, Intelligence & Counterterrorism, New York 
Police Department (NYPD), former CBS News Senior Correspondent (3); 
Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security 
Committee (4); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy 
Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Farah Pandith, Council on Foreign 
Relations (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political 
Analyst, Slate Magazine (6); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (6); Susan Page, USA 
Today (6) 
1) a report from Brussels, Belgium on the current situation there after last Tuesday’s 
(03/22) terror attacks at the Brussels airport and the Maelbeek Metro station in central 
Brussels 
2) Topics include: Secretary Kerry’s concern over another attack in Europe / continuing 
threat posed by ISIL (Daesh/ISIS) / progress made in the fight against ISIL (Daesh, 
ISIS) / need for Americans to “exercise vigilance” when travelling; working with Russia 
on a cessation of violence in Syria / reaction to criticism of U.S. policy for allowing 
President Putin to “get a foothold in the Middle East” / support for President Obama 
after he was criticized for sticking with his schedule in Cuba and Argentina after the 
terror attack in Brussels; negative impact of the rhetoric against Muslims from 
Republicans on U.S. allies and their perceptions of America 
3) Topics include: response by the NYPD after a terrorist attack abroad / threat posed 
by ISIL (Daesh, ISIS) / Commissioner Bratton’s response to the suggestion by Senator 
Ted Cruz that Muslim communities need to be patrolled and secured before they 
become radicalized 
4) Topics include: Representative McCaul’s opinion that Europe is “in a pre-9/11 
posture” / impact of last Tuesday’s terror attacks in Belgium on U.S. homeland security / 
foreign fighters in America / increased security at American subways and airports / 
response to the suggestion by Senator Cruz that Muslim communities need to be 
patrolled and secured before they become radicalized 
5) Topics include: implication of last Tuesday’s terror attacks in Brussels / identity crisis 
for European Muslims / ISIS’s goal in the West to convince Muslims that there is no 
place for them in Western society / how the United States could help with 
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counterterrorism in Europe / President Obama’s decision to stick with his schedule in 
Cuba and Argentina after the terror attack in Brussels 
6) Topics include: Senator Bernie Sanders’ victories in the Washington State, Hawaii, 
and Alaska Democratic caucuses / what the Sanders campaign means for the future of 
the Democratic Party / impact of his victories on Hillary Clinton’s campaign / Mrs. 
Clinton’s decision to pivot her focus to the general election; “back and forth” this past 
week between Donald Trump and Senator Cruz over their wives / Mr. Trump’s negative 
net favorability rating among women voters / explanation from Mr. Domenech on the 
delegate question for Republicans should Mr. Trump not achieve the number of 
delegates needed to clinch the nomination / role of Governor John Kasich’s campaign in 
the battle for the nomination / takeaways from Mr. Trump’s recent interviews on foreign 
policy. 


